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Abstract 

The retina signals visual information to the brain with the parallel channels of 

different retinal ganglion cell (RGC) types, whose signals ultimately lead to visual 

perception. Between cloudy nights and sunny days, the retina must combat the trillion-

fold change in mean light intensity to successfully convey visual information. Critically, 

the nature of both signal and noise in RGC populations is altered across this broad range 

of light levels, creating a rich problem of how visual messages are encoded by the retina 

and processed by the brain. This thesis addresses these topics using large-scale 

multielectrode array recordings of RGC populations in different light conditions. In 

Chapter 2, I characterize how retinal signaling is altered over a wide range of light 

intensities. Chapter 3 investigates how adaptation impacts visual encoding of different 

RGC types. My results suggest that although retinal computations change substantially 

over light conditions, there are some elements of visual encoding that are invariant to 

light adaptation. Finally, Chapter 4 examines adaptation-induced changes in the 

structure of correlated activity and the subsequent impact on processing retinal output. 

The findings of this chapter clarify the nature of RGC responses crucial for downstream 

readout across light levels. Overall, this work identifies aspects of RGC activity that are 

important for encoding visual information and decoding retinal output from starlight to 

sunlight.
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Parallel processing in the retina 

1.1.1 Brief overview of the retinal circuit 

The retina detects and processes photons in visual environments, sending a 

repackaged message about visual stimuli to the brain. This process occurs over three 

main stages (see Figure 1) (Cammalleri 2019). First, photoreceptors absorb photons and 

ultimately convert this signal into a change in their neurotransmitter release. 

Photoreceptors transmit glutamate in the absence of stimuli, and decrease this release 

when a photon is detected. In the second stage, this signal is sent to bipolar cells through 

either a sign-preserving or a sign-inverting synapse, creating bipolar cells that 

hyperpolarize to light (termed OFF cells) or depolarize to light (ON cells), respectively. 

In the third stage of retinal processing, bipolar cells innervate retinal ganglion cells 

(RGCs). Additionally, there are two layers of lateral inhibition that alter retinal signals. 

The first is formed by horizontal cells, which inhibit photoreceptors and bipolar cells. 

The second layer is formed by amacrine cells; they modulate activity in bipolar cells and 

RGCs. There are thought to be many (~30) types of amacrine cells, enabling a large 

diversity of computations on visual input (Masland 2012). Ultimately, this processed 

information is relayed to the brain by the axons of RGCs in the optic nerve. 
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Figure 1: Diagram of basic retinal circuitry. Photoreceptors detect photons, and 

transfer these signals to bipolar cells and ultimately RGCs. Inhibitory layers of 

horizontal cells and amacrine cells modulate light signals. From Cammalleri 2019. 

1.1.2 RGC types form the parallel channels of the retina 

The output of the retina, RGC spikes, do not simply represent a snapshot image 

of the visual scene, but rather a highly processed version of the incoming stimuli. In fact, 

the retina performs many different computations on visual scenes simultaneously by 

partitioning stimuli into distinct processing channels. This pathway splitting begins with 

different types of bipolar cells, which vary in response properties such as polarity (ON 

or OFF) and time dynamics (transient or sustained) (Baccus 2007). Diverse bipolar cell 

inputs combine with amacrine cell modulation of RGCs, culminating in ~30 distinct 

types of RGCs (Baden et al. 2016). Each RGC type encodes information about different 

stimulus features, which can be characterized to first order by their spatiotemporal 
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receptive fields (RFs). In this way, RGC types make up the parallel channels of early 

visual processing, defining the relevant functional unit of RGC populations. 

The dendritic arbors of all RGCs in one cell type are evenly tiled across the retina 

with little overlap between neighboring RGCs (Figure 2A) (Wassle and Boycott 1991; 

Vaney 1994). This organization forms a mosaic where one cell type covers all parts of 

visual space. The same mosaic pattern can be seen in the spatial RFs of RGCs, which 

define the region of space to which each RGC is sensitive (Figure 2B). The mosaic 

organization of RFs ensures that the computations of each RGC type occur evenly across 

the whole visual scene. While RGCs of a type exhibit similar anatomical, genetic, 
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molecular, and functional properties, observing dendritic or RF mosaics is the definitive 

way to establish retinal cell types (Field and Chichilnisky 2007; Masland 2012). 

 

Figure 2: RGC types tile space to form mosaics. A. Dendritic fields of cat ON 

alpha RGCs. From Wassle and Boycott 1991. B. Spatial RFs (depicted as contours from 

2D Gaussian fits) in primate ON parasol RGCs. From Field and Chichilnisky 2007. 

In the rodent retina, a large functional diversity of RGC computations has been 

described. There are at least six RGC types with a center and antagonistic surround RF 

organization. These types are mainly characterized by their responses to light 

increments or decrements (ON or OFF) and sustained or transient spiking dynamics. An 

RGC type that is suppressed by stimulus contrast, and therefore signals stimulus 

uniformity, has also been documented (Tien et al. 2015). Seven or eight types of RGCs 

respond selectively to direction stimuli (Baden et al. 2016). At least three more types also 

signal for visual motion, such as movement against a background and expanding 

A

B
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stimuli (Rousso et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2012; Ravi et al. 2018). There are likely two types 

of orientation selective RGCs (Nath and Schwartz 2016). It has also been suggested that 

some rodent RGC types are color sensitive (Ecker et al. 2010). Finally, several types of 

RGCs are intrinsically photosensitive, conveying information about mean light intensity 

to regulate circadian rhythms (Aranda and Schmidt 2020). Although not all RGC types 

have been definitively established, it is clear that there is rich diversity in the output of 

the retina. Consequently, it is crucial to consider how different RGC types contribute to 

early visual processing.  

1.2 Light adaptation 

In addition to establishing the parallel processing of visual input, a second major 

function performed by the retina is light adaptation. From a moonless night to a sunny 

day, mean light intensities varies by a trillion-fold (Rieke and Rudd 2009). This broad 

range of light levels is much larger than the 2-3 orders of magnitude that an RGC can 

alter its spiking. Thus, the retina must adapt its stimulus-response relationship to remain 

sensitive to the entire range of light levels encountered in the natural environment. 

1.2.1 How the retina accomplishes light adaptation 

The retina accomplishes a major component of light adaptation by dividing labor 

between rod and cone photoreceptors. The highly sensitive rods are active in scotopic 

(dim) light conditions, from an overcast night to moonlight (Figure 3). As light levels 

increase, cone signals come online and rods signals start to saturate, forming the 
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mesopic regime. At photopic light conditions starting with early dawn and brighter, all 

rods become saturated and signals flow exclusively through cones.  

 

Figure 3: Light intensity regimes signaled by the retina.  Each light level is 

measured by the number of rhodopsin photoisomerizations per rod per second 

(Rh*/rod/s).  

Both scotopic and photopic regimes cover at least four orders of magnitude of 

light intensities, necessitating other adaptation changes to successfully signal visual 

stimuli. Within each regime, the retina also alters gain, which sets retinal output to 

match the range of stimulus changes (Demb 2008). A classic form of gain change is 

called Weber adaptation, where the strength of a response is adjusted in direct 

proportion to the background light level. This type of gain control means that RGC 

activity conveys information about stimulus contrast rather than absolute light level 

(Shapley and Enroth-Cugell 1984). Thus, gain adaptation allows the retina to be sensitive 

to small stimulus changes without saturating responses to large stimulus fluctuations. 

Weber adaptation provides a clear prediction for RGC activity across light conditions: a 

stimulus with a constant ratio of intensity to mean background intensity will produce 

the same response.  
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While previous work has demonstrated that some retinal activity follows Weber-

like adaptation (Donner, Copenhagen, and Reuter 1990; Enroth-Cugell and Shapley 

1973), it is clear that RGC spiking is not simply gain-adjusted to be constant across light 

conditions. Retinal signals change substantially with light adaptation, as exemplified by 

the recorded RGC responses in Figure 4. Furthermore, many studies observe changes in 

spatial and temporal RFs with light intensity (Barlow, Fitzhugh, and Kuffler 1957; 

Enroth-Cugell and Shapley 1973) (see next section). RF changes mean that the visual 

message signaled to the brain by RGCs is altered with light level. Thus, although the 

combination of photoreceptor switching and gain changes enable the retina to represent 

visual stimuli across 12 orders of magnitude of light intensities, these mechanisms do 

not fully explain retinal output across light levels. In this way, visual processing is a 

complex, dynamic process from starlight to sunlight, presenting a challenge for 

understanding how the retina encodes visual information and how those signals may be 

processed by downstream brain regions.  
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Figure 4: Retinal output changes with light adaptation. This figure shows the 

spikes of an RGC in response to a ten second stimulus that was repeated for many trials 

at five different light intensities, marked by different colors. Even though the stimulus 

remained the same across light levels (except for mean intensity), the activity of the RGC 

is strongly altered, particularly in background firing rate. 

1.2.2 Light adaptation alters noise in the retinal circuit 

In addition to changes in visual signals across light levels, retinal noise is also 

impacted by light adaptation. Noise is crucial to understand because it determines the 

accuracy of visual signals conveyed to the brain. These signals form the sensory 

evidence that affects visually guided behaviors and decisions, so the quality of this 

evidence is crucial for survival. Importantly, the source and structure of noise in the 

retinal circuit depends on light level. For example, in very dim conditions (e.g. starlight), 

when RGCs must reliably detect the single photons, the dominant source of noise is the 

discrete, spontaneous thermal isomerizations of rhodopsin in rods; this noise level 

approaches physical limits for single photon detection (Aho et al. 1988; Baylor, Lamb, 

Time (s)
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and Yau 1979). However, in higher scotopic light levels (e.g. moonlight), dominant noise 

arises in synaptic transmission within the first few synapses of the primary rod rod-

mediated pathway (see Figure 6). Finally, in photopic conditions, there is some debate 

about whether the main source of noise in RGC responses originates in cones (Ala-

Laurila et al. 2011) or post-cone synapses (Borghuis, Sterling, and Smith 2009). Another 

distinct source of noise comes from the visual stimulus. Because photon distributions 

from light sources follow Poisson statistics, the signal-to-noise ratio of the visual 

stimulus is lower at scotopic conditions and higher at photopic conditions. These 

stimulus and circuit noise sources combine to create a changing noise landscape against 

which the retina must process and convey visual signals from night to day. 

1.2.3 Mechanisms of adaptation-induced encoding changes 

Changing signal and noise in the retina across light levels alter the RFs of RGCs, 

but the circuit basis for these changes are not completely understood. In general, the RF 

structure of RGCs relies on their specific presynaptic circuits. RF centers are mediated by 

feedforward excitatory input from bipolar cells, which also contribute to the kinetics of 

RGC responses (Baccus 2007). Antagonistic RF surrounds are created by inhibition from 

horizontal cells and amacrine cells, as well as inhibition from bipolar cells of opposite 

polarity (Masland 2012). These sources of inhibition similarly adjust the temporal 

response of RGCs. What is clear during light adaptation is that these presynaptic circuits 

change drastically across light levels. As light intensity decreases, the switch from cone 
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to rod photoreceptors means that visual signals traverse very different pathways to 

ultimately reach RGCs. Cone-mediated circuits involved the standard cone→ bipolar 

cell→ RGC circuit outlined in Figure 1 (Masland 2001). Rod-mediated circuits, however, 

can reach RGCs through three different routes. The first and most active in scotopic 

regimes is through the rod→ rod bipolar cell→ AII amacrine cell route, which then 

relays signals to cone bipolar cells and RGCs (Figure 5) (Rieke and Rudd 2009; Wassle 

2004). The second and third rod pathways involve routing signals through the cone 

pathway via rod-cone electrical coupling or rod→ cone bipolar cell synapses, 

respectively. Interestingly, activity in some RGC types may rely on all three rod-

mediated pathways, while other types may utilize only one specific rod circuit 

(Seilheimer, Sabharwal, and Wu 2020). Future work elucidating adaptation-induced 

changes in specific circuits will be important for clarifying what circuit mechanisms 

affect RF structure and what changes may be shared among the parallel retinal 

pathways.   
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Figure 5: Rod-mediated pathways in the retina. The primary pathway involves 

signals traversing rod bipolar cells, AII amacrine cells, cone bipolar cells, and 

converging on RGCs (left purple highlight). In the secondary pathway, rod signals flow 

through cones via gap junctions, then to bipolar cells and RGCs (middle). The third 

pathway involves a direct connection between rods and bipolar cells (right). Note that 

this figure shows circuitry for OFF signals, but similar pathways exist for ON signals. 

From Wassle 2004.  

1.3 Encoding changes due to light adaptation 

Theoretical studies have attempted to understand why retinal output might 

change with light adaptation from an information processing perspective. This work 

relies on early suggestions that the purpose of retinal signaling is to represent visual 

information efficiently (Barlow 1961; Attneave 1954). To maximize information transfer 

by many RGCs, the redundancy among RGC signals should be reduced so that each cell 

conveys unique stimulus information (Attneave 1954; Barlow 1961; Laughlin 1981; van 

Hateren 1992b). This perspective differs from Weber-like gain control explanations of 

retinal activity, which simply state that responses should match the stimulus range to 

1st 2nd 3rd
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avoid saturation (Enroth-Cugell and Shapley 1973). In addition, gain control makes no 

predictions about the responses of populations of RGCs. Redundancy reduction, 

however, predicts that the responses of many RGCs will be independent of one another. 

In particular, visual stimuli are often highly correlated in both space and time, meaning 

that RGC responses will also be very correlated. The redundancy reduction hypothesis 

suggests that RGCs filter out these stimulus correlations to convey an efficient visual 

message (Atick and Redlich 1992). Many stimuli contain strong low frequencies, which 

can be removed with a band pass-shaped whitening filter (Figure 6A). In the spatial 

domain, a band pass filter corresponds to a center-surround RF, while a low filter 

corresponds to a RF with no surround. In the time domain, band pass filtering results in 

transient responses, while low pass filtering causes sustained responses. This spatial and 

temporal decorrelation strategy cannot work at scotopic light levels, however, when 

noise in visual input and retinal responses is more dominant. In these conditions, a 

bandpass filter will amplify high frequency stimulus noise while dampening low 

frequency stimulus signals. Thus, redundancy reduction predicts that RGC processing 

gradually shifts from decorrelating visual stimuli with band pass filtering at high light 

levels to avoiding noise amplification with low pass filtering at low light levels (Figure 

6B). This explanation for RGC adaptation has dominated the field for decades. 
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Figure 6: RGC filtering properties with light adaptation. A. Three different 

types of spatial filters. Curve a is band pass, curve c is a perfectly whitening filter for 

natural scenes, and curve b is a low pass filter. Curves a and c coincide for low spatial 

frequencies, showing that band pass filters whiten visual stimuli (up to a frequency 

limit). In the spatial domain, curve a corresponds to a center-surround RF structure, 

while curve b corresponds to RF with no antagonistic surround. From Atick and Redlich 

1992. B. Measured filtering properties of a cat RGC at five different light levels. At the 

highest intensity (bottom, square marker), the RGC performs band pass filtering. As 

light level decreases (higher curves), this shape becomes more low pass. From Enroth-

Cugell and Shapley 1973. Note that these filtering principles are the same whether in 

space (A) or time (B).  

The experimental findings to test this theory are quite mixed. Early studies in cat 

RGCs measured found that the antagonistic surround regions of spatial RFs weakened 

or went away at scotopic conditions (Barlow, Fitzhugh, and Kuffler 1957; Enroth-Cugell 

and Shapley 1973). Similarly, several studies showed that RGC responses gradually 

changed from transient at photopic light levels to more sustained at scotopic levels 

(Shapley and Enroth-Cugell 1984). These results point to a transition from bandpass 

filtering in both space and time to low pass filtering as light intensity decreases, agreeing 

with the theory of Atick and Redlich 1992 (Figure 6B). More recent work in cat retina has 

A B
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called these results into question, arguing that RF surrounds are still present at scotopic 

conditions, with only slightly decreased strengths (Troy, Bohnsack, and Diller 1999). 

Research documenting how adaptation affects rodent RGCs are similarly varied. One 

study found that surround strength abruptly decreases near the light intensity threshold 

of cone photoreceptors (Farrow et al. 2013). Another paper describes gradual weakening 

of the surround and biphasic temporal processing with lower light intensities (Borghuis, 

Ratliff, and Smith 2018). Still another study found evidence that responses became more 

sustained at scotopic conditions, with surrounds still present (Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. 

2015). Species differences may explain some discrepancies among this literature. 

Another important factor is robust RGC classification, because different types might 

adapt differently. Much of the above work relies on single cell recordings, which makes 

establishing cell type very difficult because mosaicism cannot be confirmed. Many of 

these studies utilize immunohistochemistry labeling to confirm the cell identity, but 

almost no molecular marker is a pure label of cell type (Krieger et al. 2017; Sanes and 

Masland 2015). Thus, we are still lacking a coherent view of how mean light intensity 

impacts RGC processing for diverse cell types that are verified through mosaic 

organization. What is more, how distinct cell types may adapt to light levels in relation 

to each other is a completely open question whose answer is key to understanding the 

population-level effects of adaptation on visual encoding. Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis 
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address this knowledge gap by measuring and analyzing how light adaptation affects 

the parallel organization of mosaic-confirmed RGC types. 

There are also other changes to retinal processing with adaptation that are not 

addressed by formal theories. For example, the strength of nonlinear spatial integration 

changes with light level. At scotopic conditions, many RGCs linearly sum stimuli within 

their RFs so that equal areas of dark and light spots cancel each other out. As light level 

increases, some RGCs will respond to equal areas of dark and light stimuli, exhibiting 

increased nonlinear integration (Grimes, Schwartz, and Rieke 2014). Another study 

demonstrated that the responsiveness of RGCs to ON or OFF stimuli, called response 

polarity, can change drastically across light levels (Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. 2015). For 

instance, an RGC that typically responds to OFF stimuli can gain responses to stimulus 

increments at some light levels. Finally, as detailed in Section 1.4, the strength of 

correlated variability among RGCs is altered with light intensity (Greschner et al. 2011; 

Mastronarde 1983b). These findings demonstrate the complex influence of mean light 

intensity of retinal output, and emphasize the need for more encompassing theories of 

how and why retinal computations change with adaptation. 

1.4 Population-level noise in retinal processing 

The previous section has argued that while there are many studies on adaptation 

in single RGCs, our understanding of population-level retinal signaling across light 

levels is lacking. In the same vein, it is important to consider how population-level noise 
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might be altered by adaptation. As discussed in Section 1.2.2, the nature of noise in 

retinal processing is fundamental to early visual signaling because noise limits the 

accuracy of retinal signals. This point is particularly true when investigating how signals 

are conveyed by many RGCs and cell types: populations of RGCs transmit visual 

information together, and the quality of this visual information will be limited by the 

noise in individual RGCs as well as noise that is shared among RGCs. At the level of 

single cells, RGCs exhibit noise when they spike at different times in response to 

repeated trials of the same stimulus. This trial-to-trial variability can be shared among 

RGCs: simultaneous recordings of pairs of RGCs have shown that cells tend to spike 

close in time together (within a few ms) more often than would be expected given their 

firing rates (Mastronarde 1983c; DeVries 1999; Meister, Lagnado, and Baylor 1995). In 

fact, up to 50% of RGC spikes can be correlated above chance (Meister 1996). These 

correlations can occur in the presence of visual stimuli, in the form of shared trial-to-trial 

variability as described above, but also in the absence of stimuli, taking the form of 

spontaneous covariations (Mastronarde 1983a). The presence of population-level noise 

complicates our understanding of the retina. In an experimental sense, it means that 

multiple neurons must be simultaneously recorded to measure all relevant responses. In 

a more conceptual sense, correlations may impact visual computations performed by 

RGCs. As a simple example, if noise in RGCs was independent, rather than shared, 

responses could simply be pooled across RGCs to eliminate the noise. Because noise 
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correlations are present in the retina, their impact on processing visual signals is more 

complex and still not completely understood, as outlined below. First, however, I review 

the general characteristics of correlated activity among RGCs.  

1.4.1 The structure of RGC correlations 

Correlations occur on several different time scales, from tens of milliseconds 

down to 1 millisecond (Figure 7A). A bimodal peak in very short-latency correlations 

(~2ms) often appears, and is regarded as a signature of electrical coupling among RGCs 

and/or inhibitory amacrine cells (Figure 7B) (DeVries 1999; Hu and Bloomfield 2003). 

RGCs exhibit stronger correlations at scotopic compared to photopic conditions, 

especially at broader timescales (>10ms) (Mastronarde 1983b; Greschner et al. 2011). The 

strength of correlations is largest for RGC pairs whose RFs are overlapping, and 

decreases to zero for cell pairs farther away from each other (Greschner et al. 2011). This 

dependence on distance relates to a general principle in neural systems of limited range 

correlations, where neurons exhibit strongest noise correlations with other neurons that 

have similar tuning properties (Zylberberg 2015).  
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Figure 7: Cross-correlation functions in RGC pairs. A. Pairs of RGCs often 

exhibit a peak of near-synchronous spikes (within 5ms of each other) and fewer, broadly 

correlated spikes (within 50ms). From Mastronarde 1983b. B. Example of a bimodal 

shape in cross-correlation functions, which results from the bidirectional electrical 

coupling of two RGCs. From DeVries 1999.  

In addition, correlated activity among pairs of RGCs is the important unit 

underlying shared variability in the retina. Groups of up to 7 RGCs have been 

documented to exhibit more correlated spiking than is expected by chance (Schnitzer 

and Meister 2003), raising the idea that it is important to track such multi-RGC spiking 

patterns. This suggestion was addressed with studies that modeled the frequency of 

firing patterns with different assumptions of the nature of correlations (Shlens et al. 

2006; Schneidman et al. 2006). They found that models accounting for correlations only 

in pairs of neighboring RGCs explained 98% of all observed correlated activity, 

indicating that tracking pairwise activity is sufficient to understand retinal correlations. 

These findings greatly simplify the impact of correlations on retinal processing, as 

correlations in three or more neurons may not be relevant for retinal signaling.  

A B
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The nature of correlated activity further depends on specific RGC types. When 

considering correlations among RGC pairs of the same type, Y-type RGCs in cat exhibit 

stronger correlations than X-types (Mastronarde 1983a). Parasol and midget RGCs in 

primates exhibit similar trends, respectively (Greschner et al. 2011). Among parasol 

RGCs, ON correlations differ from those in OFF cells in their magnitude, dependence on 

stimuli (gray screen versus modulated light), and bimodal signature that is characteristic 

of gap junction coupling (Greschner et al. 2011; Trong and Rieke 2008). Interestingly, this 

ON/OFF asymmetry appears to be flipped in the rabbit retina, where OFF but not ON 

alpha RGCs show short-latency bimodal correlations (DeVries 1999; Hu and Bloomfield 

2003). DeVries 1999 documented correlations among only 5 of 11 types of RGCs, finding 

that correlated noise was strongest for OFF-brisk transient, followed by ON-brisk 

transient and ON-brisk sustained cells. In rodents, correlation strength has not been 

systematically documented for different RGC types, although anatomical studies point 

to various patterns of gap-junctional coupling that depend on cell type, suggesting 

differences in electrical coupling and hence that correlated activity will differ by type in 

these species as well (Bloomfield and Völgyi 2009). All together, this literature 

emphasizes that when investigating the role of correlations in visual signaling, RGC 

type and species are crucial variables to consider. 
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1.4.2 Mechanisms of retinal correlated activity 

The dependence of correlation structure on variables such as light level and cell 

type demonstrates that correlations arise from circuit-level phenomena. There are two 

categories of circuit mechanisms that underlie correlated activity. The first source of 

correlations is common input, stemming from the high degree of divergence among 

retinal signals from photoreceptors to RGCs (Masland 2001). Variations in an upstream 

signal will thus be present in two RGCs with shared synaptic afferents. Fluctuations in 

common input to RGCs have been shown to originate mainly in rod (Mastronarde 

1983b) (Naarendorp et al. 2010; Aho et al. 1988; Brivanlou, Warland, and Meister 1998) 

or cone (Trong and Rieke 2008; Ala-Laurila et al. 2011) photoreceptor signals. A second 

source of correlated activity is reciprocal coupling between RGCs or amacrine cells with 

RGCs (Bloomfield and Völgyi 2009). This electrical coupling underlies synchrony in 

RGC spikes at short to medium timescales (<10 ms) (Völgyi et al. 2013). The relative 

contribution of these two mechanisms to observed RGC correlations has been debated, 

and the answer likely depends on species as well as RGC type. Gap junctions underlie 

much correlated noise in salamander retina (Brivanlou, Warland, and Meister 1998), 

while common input from photoreceptors dominate RGC spiking in primates (Ala-

Laurila et al. 2011; Trong and Rieke 2008). The answer in rodent retina likely lies 

somewhere between these two options (Völgyi et al. 2013). These two sources of 

correlated activity differ in their potential impact on retinal processing: while common 
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input could represent a visual signal, reciprocal coupling can only serve to spread 

signals among connected cells (Trong and Rieke 2008) (see below for coding discussion).  

Differences in noise correlations with light adaptation are similarly caused by 

shifts in both common input to RGCs and strength of electrical coupling. The switch 

from rod- to cone-mediated signals alters correlated activity because the inherent 

fluctuations in each photoreceptor type differ. Cone variations occur on much shorter 

time scales compared to cone light responses, ultimately leading to tightly locked 

temporal correlations in RGCs (Ala-Laurila et al. 2011). To contrast, rod noise happens 

on the same, relatively slow timescale as rod light responses, resulting in broader 

correlations under scotopic conditions. Light level further alters the strength of retinal 

gap junction coupling in a complex manner. Connections among RGCs are strengthened 

in photopic light levels, while some amacrine cell to RGC coupling shows the opposite 

trend (Hu et al. 2010; Bloomfield and Völgyi 2009). These coupling changes are caused 

by circadian control of neuromodulators like dopamine. Exactly how these circuit 

components underlie changes in RGC correlated activity, and what they may mean for 

visual processing, are still unclear.  

1.4.3 The role of correlations in visual processing 

The mechanisms of correlated activity covered in the previous section raise the 

question of how they may impact processing of visual signals. The role of noise 

correlations in neural processing generally has been much debated, and is still not 
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completely understood. On one hand, several studies have shown that the presence of 

noise correlations degrades the amount of information within cortical areas (Zohary, 

Shadlen, and Newsome 1994; Shadlen et al. 1996; Bartolo et al. 2020) (Petersen, Panzeri, 

and Diamond 2001). In particular, it was suggested that noise correlations reduce coding 

fidelity if they are the same sign as signal correlations (Figure 8A) (Petersen, Panzeri, 

and Diamond 2001; Averbeck, Latham, and Pouget 2006). On the other hand, many 

studies have shown that correlated noise does not limit or can improve coding accuracy 

in neural populations (Abbott and Dayan 1999; Wu, Nakahara, and Amari 2001; Seung 

and Sompolinsky 1993; Averbeck and Lee 2006; Graf et al. 2011). In one study in primate 

somatosensory cortex, noise correlations were found to be the opposite sign of signal 

correlations, leading to improved information encoding (Romo and Salinas 2003) (Figure 

8B). These findings hint at the complex nature of correlated noise and its impact on 

information processing, demonstrating that the range of consequences is large, from 

degrading computations to not impacting them to improving them. Because of this 

range of possibilities, there is general consensus that the impact of correlations must be 

determined empirically in each system (Averbeck, Latham, and Pouget 2006).  
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Figure 8: The structure of correlated activity dictates its impact on neural 

computations. A. Here, the computational goal is to distinguish between two stimuli 

with the spikes of two neurons (black lines). Each ellipse defines the response 

distribution of the neurons to a stimulus. The center point of the ellipse shows the 

average response (signal), while the spatial extent of the ellipse shows how the 

responses can vary on different trials (noise). Because the signal and noise correlations 

are both positive, the presence of correlated noise degrades performance in the task. To 

contrast, in B the signal correlations are negative, so the positive noise correlations 

improve performance. Notice that correlated noise here is set to be independent of the 

two stimuli. If it were dependent on the stimuli, one ellipse could be rotated and 

adjusted in size, creating a different impact on performance. From Averbeck, Latham, 

and Pouget 2006. 

There has been much controversy on the role of noise correlations in the early 

visual system (Schneidman, Bialek, and Berry 2003; Latham and Nirenberg 2005). In the 

“pro-correlations” camp, correlated spikes have been suggested to convey unique 

information that is not available from single cell responses. Indeed, several studies have 

shown evidence that retinal correlations could encode new signals, such as finer spatial 

detail (Meister, Lagnado, and Baylor 1995), motion reversal (Schwartz et al. 2007), and 

escape behavior (Ishikane et al. 2005). Similarly, a recent study demonstrates that the 

stimulus-dependent nature of correlations in direction selective RGCs improves 

encoding of motion stimuli (Zylberberg et al. 2016). In the LGN, synchronous spikes 

A B
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among neural pairs have been shown to transmit more visual information than single 

cell responses and increase efficacy of transmission to downstream targets (Dan et al. 

1998; Alonso, Usrey, and Reid 1996). Contrary to these results, other work has suggested 

that correlated noise decreases signal capacity of the retina (Pitkow and Meister 2012). 

For example, information encoded jointly by pairs of RGCs were shown to be highly 

redundant (Puchalla et al. 2005). A different study found that correlations among pairs 

of mouse RGCs conveyed less than 10% of stimulus information, suggesting that they 

are not important for transmitting visual signals (Nirenberg et al. 2001; Nirenberg and 

Latham 2003).  

 These studies paint a complex picture of correlated noise in the retina. To 

understand its role in early visual processing, however, we ultimately need to know 

how correlations impact the information that can be extracted from retinal output 

(Averbeck, Latham, and Pouget 2006; Latham and Nirenberg 2005; Nirenberg and 

Latham 2003). The outstanding question to answer, then, is what level of complexity in 

RGC encoding must be captured to accurately decode visual information from retinal 

signals. Can RGC correlations be ignored with no significant loss of information, or must 

they be taken into account? Previous work addressing this question suggests a small to 

moderate impact of ignoring correlations, losing up to 10% of visual information in 

mouse and 17% in primate retina (Nirenberg et al. 2001; Pillow et al. 2008). Our 

understanding of this impact is still incomplete, however, as these studies do not 
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elucidate the important roles of light adaptation and cell type in decoding retinal output. 

The differing strengths of correlated activity in scotopic conditions (Mastronarde 1983b) 

or for different RGC types suggest that these variables are crucial parameters for 

understanding how retinal signals may be processed by downstream regions. Chapter 4 

of this thesis addresses this issue by exploring how adaptation state and cell type 

determine the role of correlated activity in decoding retinal output.  
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2. Light adaptation alters retinal output 

2.1 Introduction  

The ability to adapt over a broad range of stimuli is a crucial function of sensory 

systems. In vision, ambient light intensities can change by a trillion-fold between night 

and day. This huge range presents a challenge to individual neurons, which can 

modulate their spike rates by only two or three orders of magnitude. Thus, early visual 

processing must adapt to mean light intensity if vision is to remain sensitive to small 

changes in contrast while avoiding saturation (Rieke and Rudd 2009). However, light 

adaptation causes more than just simple gain control changes in retinal neurons across 

light levels, raising the question of how visual encoding changes over a range of light 

conditions.  

Much of the adaptation to mean intensity occurs within the retina, particularly 

with rod and cone photoreceptors. Inevitably impacted are RGCs, the output neurons of 

the retina. A large body of research has demonstrated that features of RGC spiking are 

modified in various ways across light levels, including RF structure, contrast gain, and 

extent of noise correlations (Enroth-Cugell and Shapley 1973; Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. 

2015; Mastronarde 1983b; Greschner et al. 2011). To add to our understanding of how 

adaptation impacts retinal output, I recorded rat RGC spikes in conditions ranging from 

photopic (approximately dim office lighting) to scotopic (similar to moonlight) 

intensities. I find that some features of RGC responses to the exact same stimuli are 
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stable across light levels, while others are variable. I also measure the changes in 

pairwise correlated activity among RGCs, with a focus on differences among cell types. 

The data demonstrate that correlated noise increases at low light levels, particularly for 

certain RGC types. Overall, these results confirm that adaptation induces robust changes 

in retinal output, with important implications for understanding how downstream brain 

regions process RGC activity across light levels. 

2.2 Results 

I measured the activity of hundreds of rat RGCs from scotopic to photopic 

conditions using large-scale multi-electrode array (MEA) recordings (Figure 9). The 

MEAs have 512 electrodes, enabling me to record the activity of hundreds of RGCs 

simultaneously. Retinal pieces were presented with visual stimuli whose mean light 

intensity spanned a range of 6-log units, from 0.1 to 10,000 Rh*/rod/s. Note that after 

switching light levels, retinas were allowed to adapt for at least 10 minutes. Thus, my 

recordings and analysis reflect the steady state of RGCs at each light level, rather than 

rapid adaptation (<60s) (Baccus and Meister 2002; Kim and Rieke 2001).  
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Figure 9: Multi-electrode array recordings. A. Stimuli are projected onto the 

photoreceptor layer of retinal pieces. Dissected retinal segments lay RGC-side down on 

the array. B. MEAs either had 30um or 60um spacing between electrodes.   

To track the identities of individual RGCs across light levels, I used a two-step 

approach. First, for the recording at the highest light level, spike waveform shapes on 

each electrode were clustered into cell identities using principal components analysis 

(Figure 10; see Methods). Data from every other light level were projected into that 

principal components space, so that spikes with similar waveforms were grouped into 

the same cell across light levels. Second, cell identities were verified with Electrical 

Images, which describe the pattern of electrical activity a recorded RGC leaves on the 

MEA (Figure 10B). RGCs with Electrical Images that differed significantly over light 

levels were not included in my analysis.  
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Figure 10: Spike sorting and neuron identification. A. Most RGCs are recorded 

by multiple electrodes. The spikes recorded by an electrode with the least contamination 

and largest number are taken to be a cell’s response. B. Example Electrical Image of an 

RGC on the MEA. Scale bar is 100um. C. Principal components of spike waveform 

shapes recorded by one electrode. Cell clusters are found from two-dimensional 

Gaussian-mixture models. D. Autocorrelation function of each cell cluster identified in 

C, which reveals any refractory period violations due to errors in spike sorting.  

I functionally classified RGCs recorded at 10,000 Rh*/rod/s using response 

properties such as direction selectivity, autocorrelation shape, and receptive field (RF) 

characteristics like temporal integration and spatial RF size (Ravi et al. 2018). I focus on 6 

RGC types whose RFs have a classical, concentric center-surround organization (Figure 

11). The types are named based on differences in their response polarities (ON or OFF) 

and time course of integration (Brisk Sustained, Brisk Transient, or Transient). While not 
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definitive, these 6 types have likely homologies in other species. ON-brisk sustained 

(ON-bs) RGCs may be homologous to ON-sustained alpha RGCs in other rodents and 

ON midget RGCs in primates (the same goes for OFF-bs RGCs). Similarly, ON-brisk 

transient (ON-bt) RGCs are likely homologous to ON-transient alpha RGCs in other 

rodents and ON parasol RGCs in primates (Ravi et al. 2018; Crook et al. 2008; Krieger et 

al. 2017).  

 

Figure 11: Six RGC types used in this study in an example retina. A. Top: 

Temporal RFs of the three ON-type RGCs. The bold line indicates the average of each 

cell type. Bottom: Autocorrelation functions, or interspike intervals, of each type. Brisk 

sustained is magenta, brisk transient is blue, and transient is orange. B. Mosaics formed 

by the spatial contours of receptive fields. C-D. Same as A-B for the corresponding OFF 

types. 

2.2.1 Some response features are stable across light levels, while 
some change substantially 

I recorded the spikes produced by RGCs in response to a short white noise 

checkerboard stimulus that was repeated over many trials. Note that the stimulus 
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remained exactly the same at each light level, except for mean light intensity. Some 

response features were stable across conditions, such as the event bands that occurred 

reliably at every light level (Figure 12; purple arrows). While the latency of these events 

increased as light level decreased, that change is expected from the latency and kinetic 

differences of rod and cone photoreceptor responses. There were several elements of the 

rasters that changed significantly with light adaptation. Interestingly, responses do not 

vary gradually with light level, as some event bands are reliably encoded at one light 

intensity but not an adjacent intensity (Figure 12; red arrows). This change indicates that 

RGCs are encoding different visual features at different light intensities. There are also 

more discrete event bands at higher light levels, and these appear to blur in time as light 

intensity decreases (Figure 12; Figure 13A). Finally, the trial-to-trial variability increased 

in scotopic conditions. If adaptation in the retina was strictly governed by Weber-like 

gain control, RGC responses would be constant or proportional across light levels. 

Instead, I observe much more complex changes in single RGC activity. These findings 

raise the question of how the brain could extract stable features from RGC responses 

from starlight to sunlight. 
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Figure 12: Retinal output changes with light adaptation, as shown by the 

responses on an example ON-bs RGC. A. Response to 40 trials of a repeated white 

noise stimulus at five different light levels. Note that the timing of events occurs later 

and there is more trial-to-trial variability at the dimmest light level. Purple arrows 

indicate an event band that is stable across light levels, while red arrows mark one that 

is not. B. Time course of temporal receptive field (RF). The time integration of the cell 
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decreases with light intensity. C. Spatial RF of the cell over light levels. D. Electrical 

Image of the RGC’s activity pattern on the electrode array, which helps to verify that I 

am recording from the same cell across light levels. 

2.2.2 Linear-Nonlinear-Poisson model of RGC activity 

  To what extent are adaptation-induced changes in RGCs described by commonly 

used models of retinal activity? To answer this question, I quantified the performance of 

a Linear-Nonlinear-Poisson (LNP) model optimized separately in two light conditions. 

This model predicts RGC firing rates based on a linear RF and nonlinear gain control. 

The LNP compares a stimulus to a cell’s RF in the first stage, and then converts that 

signal into a firing rate in the second stage (the third stage generates spike times with 

Poisson statistics) (Chichilnisky 2001). Most response events are captured by the LNP 

model, although some are not (Figure 13A arrows). Across the two light levels (10 

Rh*/rod/s and 10,000 Rh*/rod/s), the LNP explained more variance in scotopic firing 

rates OFF-bs, ON-bs, and ON-bt RGCs (Figure 13D; p < 0.05). This difference may be 

explained by the increasingly linear behavior of RF integration as light level decreases 

(Grimes, Schwartz, and Rieke 2014). Responses in OFF-bt RGCs, however, were better 

predicted in the photopic regime (p < 0.001). These data demonstrate that the LNP 

model explains about half of the variability in RGC responses to a complex white noise 

stimulus. In addition, the model captures RGC activity equally across light levels for 

some cell types, but performs better under the scotopic condition for other types.  
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Figure 13: Linear-Nonlinear model predictions of RGC activity across light 

conditions. A. Example RGC response to a white noise segment and the corresponding 

LNP prediction. B. Performance of the LNP model prediction for all RGCs, broken down 

by cell type, at 10,000 Rh*/rod/s. Performance is expressed as the fraction of explainable 

variance achieved by the LNP model. The black point marks mean +- SEM. The black 

asterisk marks the RGC shown in A. C. Same as B for responses at 10 Rh*/rod/s. D. 

Comparison of LNP performance for the two light levels (mean +- SEM). Data from 1 

retina. Number of recorded RGCs (10,000 Rh*/rod/s, 10 Rh*/rod/s): OFF-bs: 43, 35; OFF-

bt: 54, 48; OFF-t: 8, 5; ON-bs: 3, 6; ON-bt: 39, 36; ON-t: 10, 5.  

2.2.3 Correlated noise is cell type-dependent and increases in 
scotopic conditions 

Having measured single-cell response changes with light adaptation, I next 

considered the impact of light intensity on pairwise noise correlations. I define 

correlated noise as the trial-to-trial variability that is shared between two RGCs. This 

quantity contrasts to signal correlations, which is the covariance of two RGCs on 

average over trials (Perkel, Gerstein, and Moore 1967). I refer to noise correlations as 
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correlations or correlated activity, and will specify signal correlation when necessary. 

Correlated activity was measured using cross-correlation functions, which quantifies the 

strength of shared spiking fluctuations for various time delays. A peak in the center (at 

0s time delay) means that two RGCs often spike synchronously. Figure 14A shows the 

average cross-correlation function for all RGC pairs within 300um, broken down by cell 

type combination. The strength of correlations for all cell pairs is summarized in Figure 

14B, which shows how the peak of the cross-correlation function depends on the 

distance between two RGCs. This figure demonstrates that the strength of correlations 

decreases as two cells are farther away from each other, as described in previous work 

(Greschner et al. 2011). Focusing first on correlations among RGCs of the same type 

(within-type correlations; main diagonal in Figure 14A & B), the structure of correlated 

activity depends on specific RGC types. Brisk transient types, for instance, exhibit 

stronger correlations than Brisk sustained types. While the data for Transient types is 

shown, not enough close neighbors were recorded and tracked over light levels to draw 

conclusions about their correlation strength. Correlated activity is stronger at the 

scotopic light level (1 Rh*/rod/s), particularly for the Brisk transient types, as correlation 

strength does not increase proportionally for the cell types (quantified in Figure 15). 

These data reveal that within-type correlations depend on both cell type and light level.  
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Figure 14: Correlated activity as a function of cell types and light level. A. 

Average cross-correlation function among RGC pairs that were within 300um of each 

other for every cell type combination. Shaded areas are SEM. RF mosaics are shown on 

the bottom row. B. Cross-correlation peak height as a function of distance between cells. 

Light levels are 10,000 (gold) and 1 (blue) Rh*/rod/s. Data are from 1 retina. Number of 

recorded RGCs (10,000 Rh*/rod/s, 1 Rh*/rod/s): OFF-bs: 35, 31; OFF-bt: 40, 33; OFF-t: 8, 

15; ON-bs: 26, 27; ON-bt: 37, 38; ON-t: 13, 17. Figure design inspired by Greschner et al 

2011.  
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Figure 15: Quantification of within-type correlations for 4 RGC types. A. 

Average height of the cross-correlation function for primary neighbor pairs of each cell 

type and light level. Each cell type exhibits stronger correlated activity at the scotopic 

light level (p < 0.001). B. Percent change in correlation strength shows Brisk transient 

types exhibit the strongest increase in correlated activity under the scotopic condition (p 

< 0.001). Error bars are SEM. Data from 4 retinas. Total number of primary pairs (10,000 

Rh*/rod/s, 1 Rh*/rod/s): OFF-bs: 164, 160. OFF-bt: 210, 166. ON-bs: 101, 89. ON-bt: 177, 

201. 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the many cell type combinations found 

from RGCs pairs of different types (across-type correlations; off-diagonals in Figure 14A 

& B). First, across-type correlations tend to be smaller than within-type correlations. 

Some exceptions are correlated spiking between ON-bt and ON-bs RGCs or ON-t RGCs, 

particularly under the scotopic condition. These across-type ON pairs show stronger 

correlations than within-type pairs of OFF-bs RGCs. Additionally, the sign of across-

type noise correlations generally tracks with the sign of their signal correlations. Because 

ON and OFF RGCs respond to opposite stimulus polarities, an ON cell will often spike 

when an OFF cell is quiet (and vice versa). This spiking pattern results in negative signal 

correlations. I find that noise correlations exhibit these same sign trends (Figure 14A). 
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This result makes sense if shared photoreceptor noise is the origin of correlation activity 

in across-type pairs; RGCs receive the same input fluctuations but of different signs 

(Ala-Laurila et al. 2011). OFF-t RGCs present a special case, however, as they exhibit 

small but positive noise correlations with ON-bs and ON-bt RGCs. Some cross-

correlations also show slightly asymmetrical peaks. ON-bt and OFF-bt RGCs, for 

instance, exhibit anti-correlated spiking at 0s, and some positive correlated activity at 

~50ms lag. This off-center positive peak indicates that OFF-bt spike fluctuations tended 

to follow ON-bt spikes by 50ms. Lastly, correlations in across-type pairs are stronger 

under scotopic conditions, similar to trends in within-type correlations. These across-

type findings suggest that correlated activity may play a different role in visual 

computations based on the specific combination of RGC types. 

2.3 Discussion 

The retina adapts to ~10 orders of magnitude of light intensities between starlight 

and sunlight. Over this broad range, retinal output changes in substantial ways. Here, I 

characterize how RGC responses are altered at both the single cell and pairwise levels. 

In agreement with previous literature, responses in individual RGCs exhibit strong 

variability to the same stimulus between photopic and scotopic conditions (Tikidji-

Hamburyan et al. 2015). I also observe changes in correlated activity that are cell-type 

dependent (Greschner et al. 2011; Mastronarde 1983b). These results demonstrate that 

the visual features encoded by RGCs are strongly influenced by light level. Such changes 
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raise important issues about how post-retinal processing successfully operates in the 

face of light adaptation. I address two of such questions in subsequent chapters. First, in 

Chapter 3, I focus on retinal signaling at the population level, investigating how 

different RGC types adapt to light intensities in parallel. In Chapter 4, I determine how 

the observed changes in correlated noise alter downstream readout of RGC activity.   

2.4 Materials and Methods 

2.4.1 Multi-electrode array recordings 

All experiments were performed in accordance with the guidelines of Duke 

University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Long-Evans rats (ages 51-

215 days) were dark adapted overnight and euthanized with intraperitoneal injection of 

ketamine/xylazine followed by decapitation. Euthanasia and retinal dissections were 

performed in darkness with the assistance of infrared converters. I dissected dorsal 

pieces of retina that were approximately 3mm x 2mm large and placed them RGC-side 

down on an electrode array. The tissue was perfused with oxygenated Ames solution at 

a rate of 6-8 mL min-1. Recordings were performed at 34ºC. The MEA consisted of 512 

electrodes with 60 m spacing, covering an area of 0.9 x 1.8mm or 519 electrodes with 30 

µm spacing, covering a hexagonal area 0.48 µm across (Frechette et al. 2005; Ravi et al. 

2018). The voltage on each electrode was sampled at 20 kHz and filtered between 80 and 

2000 Hz.  
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2.4.2 Visual stimuli 

Visual stimuli were created with custom Matlab code. Stimuli were presented 

with a gamma-corrected OLED display (SVGA+XL Rev3, Emagin, Santa Clara, CA). The 

image from the display was focused onto the photoreceptors using an inverted 

microscope (Ti-E, Nikon Instruments) with a 4x objective (CFI Super Fluor 4x, Nikon 

Instruments). Optimal focus was confirmed by presenting a high spatial resolution 

checkerboard noise stimulus (20x20 µm, refreshing at 15 Hz) and adjusting the focus to 

maximize the spike rate of RGCs over the MEA. The intensity of the stimulus was set 

using neutral density filters in the light path. In each recording, stimuli were presented 

in increasing order of light intensity. First, stimuli were presented at the dimmest light 

level (0.1 Rh* rod-1 s-1) while the retina was in a dark-adapted state. The tissue was 

adapted for at least ten minutes before recording responses at a higher light level. 

Stimuli spanned 0.1 to 10,000 Rh* rod-1 s-1 with 96% Michelson contrast at each light 

intensity.  

Two types of stimuli were used in this study: checkerboard white noise and 

drifting gratings. Drifting grating stimuli remained the same at every light level. For 

white noise, to match the changing resolution of RGC integration and stimulate RGCs 

robustly, the spatial size and frame rate of white noise checkers was adjusted at each 

light level. Stimulus frame rates varied from 64ms at 0.1 Rh* rod-1 s-1 to 16ms at 10,000 

Rh* rod-1 s-1. The size of stimulus checkers ranged from 252um at 0.1 Rh* rod-1 s-1 to 
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63um at 10,000 Rh* rod-1 s-1. Stimuli consisted of non-repeated, binary white noise 

interleaved with repeated, binary white noise segments (5 or 10s) to control for non-

stationarities in recordings.  

2.4.3 Spike sorting and neuron identification 

Spikes on each electrode were identified by thresholding the voltage traces at 4 

s.d. of a robust-estimate of the voltage s.d. Spike sorting was performed by an 

automated PCA algorithm and verified by hand with a custom software (Shlens et al. 

2006; Field et al. 2007). Spike waveform clusters were identified as neurons only if they 

exhibited a refractory period (1.5ms) with <10% estimated contamination. To track 

identified RGCs across light conditions, cell clusters were sorted in the same PCA 

subspace at each light level. Neuron identity was verified by checking that electrical 

images (EIs) and RF locations were stable across conditions (Petrusca et al. 2007; Field et 

al. 2009). RGC types were classified at the photopic light level by first removing 

direction selective RGCs, and then clustering using RF properties and autocorrelation 

shapes (Ravi et al. 2018). 

2.4.4 Measuring noise correlations 

Correlated noise was estimated by subtracting stimulus-driven correlations from 

the combined signal and noise correlations. Correlations were computed with Matlab’s 

xcov function with normalization to the autocorrelation for each cell in the pair. 

Response to 100 (or 200) repeats of 10s (or 5s) white noise segments, binned at 5ms, were 
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used to compute cross-correlation functions (CCFs). First, the raw CCF was estimated by 

averaging the CCFs between two RGCs over all trials. Next, the shuffled CCF (shift 

predictor (Perkel, Gerstein, and Moore 1967)) was estimated by using spikes from one 

repeat for the first cell with spikes from a different repeat for the second cell. The 

shuffled CCF was averaged over all possible repeat combinations. Subtracting the 

shuffled CCF from the raw CCF yields the noise CCF. Correlation was quantified with 

the peak height at 0-time lag.  

2.4.5 RFs and Linear-Nonlinear analysis 

Linear spatiotemporal RFs were estimated using reverse correlation 

(Chichilnisky 2001). From the spatiotemporal RFs, spatial RFs were defined by the 

stimulus pixels whose intensity values varied significantly over the whole spike-

triggered average. Temporal RFs were found by averaging the intensity profile of the 

spatial RF in time.  

To fit the Linear-Nonlinear model to RGCs, I used the spatiotemporal RF as the 

linear stage. The nonlinear stage (or static nonlinearity, SNL) was measured by filtering 

the white noise stimuli through the spatiotemporal RFs. SNLs were fit as functions that 

relate the resulting filtered stimulus (or contrast value) to the number of spikes observed 

by an RGC. SNLs were exponential functions of the form exp(-b*x + a) , where a and b 

are the two fit parameters. The prediction of the Linear-Nonlinear model to held-out 

stimuli (repeated segments of 5s white noise) was compared to the PSTH of each RGC to 
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quantify the model performance. The explained variance of the model is presented as a 

fraction of the variance explained between a PSTH built from half of the trials and a 

PSTH built from the other half of the trials.    

2.4.6 Experimental design and statistics 

Sample size was not predetermined by a statistical method, but my sample sizes 

(number of recorded cells and number of retinas) are similar to those generally used in 

the field. Experiments were replicated on multiple retinas as indicated in figure legends. 

Statistical results are also found in figure legends. Because the data generally did not 

follow a normal distribution, significance tests were performed using the Wilcoxon rank 

sum test. 
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3. Functional organization of RGC types from sunlight to 
starlight  

3.1 Introduction 

The retina conveys visual information to the brain through the spiking activity of 

RGCs. RGCs are organized into ~30 distinct cell types, which comprise the parallel 

channels used by the retina to partition visual scenes (Masland 2012). Each cell type 

signals a different visual feature to the brain. This signaling must operate over a broad 

range of stimulus conditions: between starlight and sunlight, mean light intensity varies 

by a trillion-fold, presenting an adaptation challenge for retinal processing. The retina 

accomplishes much adaptation to ambient intensity by utilizing rod-mediated pathways 

in dim conditions and cone-mediated pathways in bright conditions. This circuit switch 

inevitably impacts RGCs, the sole output of the retina. The joint functions of adaptation 

and parallel processing within the retina raise a crucial question: to what extent does 

light level alter the organization of parallel processing?  

Previous studies show that light adaptation generates many changes in RGC 

responses. For instance, the same visual stimulus presented at different light levels 

produces remarkably different spiking patterns in individual neurons (Chapter 2, 

(Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. 2015). The spatiotemporal structure of receptive fields (RFs) is 

also altered, generally with longer temporal integration, larger spatial integration, and 

reduced surround antagonism (Enroth-Cugell and Shapley 1973; Barlow, Fitzhugh, and 

Kuffler 1957; Troy, Bohnsack, and Diller 1999; Farrow et al. 2013). Recent work further 
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demonstrates that adaptation can influence more complex computations such as 

nonlinear spatial integration and direction tuning (Grimes, Schwartz, and Rieke 2014; 

Yao et al. 2018). Theoretical considerations suggest that these changes enable higher 

signal fidelity at scotopic conditions—when noise in the retinal circuit is more 

prominent—at the expense of computations with finer spatial and temporal resolution 

(Atick and Redlich 1992; Yao et al. 2018). These RF adaptations reflect changes in the 

visual features signaled by RGC types, meaning that the retinal code is distinct under 

different light conditions. 

The influence of light adaptation on the visual features encoded by RGCs raises 

the possibility that adaptation reorganizes parallel processing within the retina. For 

example, differences in temporal integration or contrast response functions across 

distinct RGC types under photopic conditions may be largely abrogated under scotopic 

conditions. Alternatively, light adaptation may fundamentally alter the RF structure, 

while maintaining the relative spatiotemporal relationships across cell types. For 

example, the relative ordering of RGC types with the longest to briefest temporal 

integration may be preserved across light levels, which would yield an invariance in 

population-level temporal processing. Elucidating these adaptation-induced changes in 

parallel organization are critical to fully understanding how the retinal code copes with 

changes in the visual environment, and how these signals may be decoded by 

downstream brain circuits. 
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To understand how light adaption impacts retinal parallel processing, I 

performed large-scale multielectrode array recordings of rat retina across light levels 

spanning scotopic to photopic vision. I functionally classified RGCs into cell types and 

systematically measured the light level-induced changes in RFs and other light response 

properties. I focus my analysis on six RGC types that exhibit classical RFs, defined as a 

relatively concentric, center-surround RF that is largely space-time separable (Ravi et al. 

2018). I show that, while the output of RGCs changes substantially across light levels, 

there were many invariances to the relative organization of retinal parallel pathways. 

The relationships in spatiotemporal RFs and contrast responses across different RGC 

types were generally preserved over light intensities, with the exception of temporal 

integration in one cell type and spatial integration in another. These findings suggest 

that visual features encoded by the relative activity of some RGC types are maintained 

over a broad range of light intensities, despite adaptation-induced changes at the single 

cell level. In this way, the response relationships among different RGC types may 

provide a stable signal from which to extract visual information between starlight and 

sunlight.  

3.2 Results 

To understand how light adaptation alters RGC encoding at the level of 

populations, rather than single cells, I focus on changes in the relationships among 

different RGC types. As described in Chapter 2.2, I recorded the activity of rat RGCs 
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from scotopic (0.1 Rh*/rod/s) to photopic light levels (10,000 Rh*/rod/s). I consider the 

responses of 6 types, defined by their ON/OFF receptive field polarity and brisk 

sustained/brisk transient/transient response dynamics. Below, I systematically analyze 

changes to the features encoded by each cell type, beginning with RF structure.  

RFs were measured using white noise reverse correlation at each light level. 

Previous work has shown that the RFs of these 6 RGC types are nearly separable in 

space and time, meaning that the full spatiotemporal RF can be well-described by the 

product of a single spatial RF and temporal RF (Ravi et al. 2018). To verify that this 

finding holds in different light conditions, I decomposed spatiotemporal RFs into pairs 

of spatial and temporal filters at two light levels using singular value decomposition. 

Figures 16 & 17 show the average top 3 components of OFF and ON types, respectively. 

The first pair of filters exhibits structure describing the center of the RF, the second 

components often show antagonistic surround structure, and the third components 

generally have little structure. I do not observe significant changes to this decomposition 

across the light levels tested. To understand the functional impact of each filter pair, I 

quantified the relative strength of each component (Figure 18). Across all cell types and 

lighting conditions, the first pair of spatial and temporal RFs describes over 85% of the 

variance in the full spatiotemporal RFs (Figure 18C). The second and third pair of filters 

describe 2.4% and 0.3% of the variance on average, respectively. This result shows a 

significant dimensionality reduction in RF structure, as there are 30 possible pairs of 
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spatial and temporal filters. I therefore analyze the temporal and spatial components of 

RFs separately moving forward. 

 

Figure 16: RF decomposition of OFF types. A. Average top 3 pairs of temporal 

and spatial RFs for OFF-bs RGCs at 10,000 Rh*/rod/s. B. Same as A. for OFF-bt RGCs. C. 

Same as A. for OFF-t RGCs. Note that there is very little structure beyond the first pair of 

filters. D-F. Same as A-B under 10 Rh*/rod/s. Data from 1 retina. Number of recorded 

RGCs (10,000 Rh*/rod/s, 10 Rh*/rod/s): OFF-bs: 43, 35; OFF-bt: 54, 48; OFF-t: 8, 5. 
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Figure 17: RF decomposition of ON types. A. Average top 3 pairs of temporal 

and spatial RFs for ON-bs RGCs at 10,000 Rh*/rod/s. B. Same as A. for ON-bt RGCs. C. 

Same as A. for ON-t RGCs. D-F. Same as A-B under 10 Rh*/rod/s. Data from 1 retina. 

Number of recorded RGCs (10,000 Rh*/rod/s, 10 Rh*/rod/s): ON-bs: 3, 6; ON-bt: 39, 36; 

ON-t: 10, 5. 
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Figure 18: RFs are largely space-time separable. A. Space-time view of average 

RFs from one retina at two light levels (10 and 10,000 Rh*/rod/s). The plots show a cross 

section of the spatial RF at every time frame in the RF. The weak diagonal structure in 

these plots indicate little interaction between space and time. B. Singular value spectrum 

showing the explained variance for the top spatial and temporal paired filters at 10,000 

Rh*/rod/s. Noise in the RF causes explained variance to plateau at small but nonzero 

values. C. Amount of variance explained by a single pair of spatial and temporal RFs. 

Each point is the explained variance in the average RF for a given cell type and light 

level in one retina (3 retinas total). Total number of RGCs (10,000 Rh*/rod/s, 10 

Rh*/rod/s): OFF-bs: 95, 75; OFF-bt: 131, 122; OFF-t: 27, 18; OFF-bs: 62, 53; OFF-bt: 84, 74; 

OFF-t: 29, 14. 

3.2.1 The relative structure of temporal integration remains constant, 
with the exception of ON-bs RGCs 

I first consider temporal RFs, which describe the time dynamics of how contrast 

is integrated in each RGC type. I begin by analyzing the duration of temporal 

integration. Figure 19A shows the average temporal RF of each type over six light levels 
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in an example retina. Considering the OFF-t RGCs for example, the clearest change 

occurs in its kinetics, which slows from less than 400ms of total filter time at 10,000 

Rh*/rod/s to ~600ms at 0.1 Rh*/rod/s. This timing change is expected in the switch from 

cone to rod photoreceptors as mean light intensity decreases. Comparing the timing of 

each RGC type shows that the relationships among types are approximately maintained 

(Figure 19B & C). OFF-t and ON-t have the slowest integration at every light level, while 

the OFF-bt type generally exhibits the fastest integration (OFF-bt zero crossing is faster 

than OFF-t and ON-t at all light levels, p < 0.001). Thus, the relative timing of temporal 

RFs is mostly preserved across light conditions. One exception is the change of ON-bs 

RGCs. At 10,000 Rh*/rod/s, this cell type exhibits the quickest integration (faster than all 

other types, p < 0.001). The timing of ON-bs RGCs slows proportionally more as light 

level decreases: by 0.1 Rh*/rod/s, their integration times are among the slowest (slower 

than OFF-bs and OFF-bt, p < 0.001). 
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Figure 19: Relationships among temporal RFs of different types are relatively 

stable over light levels, with the exception of ON-bs RGCs. A. Average temporal RFs 

from 1 retina broken down by cell type. Thickness of curves include SEM. B. Timing of 

the RFs, as measured by the time the temporal RF crosses y = 0, across light levels. C. 

Percent change of zero crossing. ON-bs time courses slow proportionally more at 

scotopic conditions. D. Area under the absolute value of temporal RFs. Relative ordering 

of area is maintained over light intensities. E. Percent change of temporal RF area. F. 

Degree of transience for the most extreme light levels. All cell types are less transient 

with the higher light intensity, but ON-bs RGCs show the opposite trend. Error bars are 

SEM. All panels except for A are from 4 retinas. The total number of RGCs depended on 

light level. For OFF-bs, the range of recorded RGCs over all light levels is 34-107; OFF-bt: 

48-160; OFF-t 10-63; ON-bs 20-51; ON-bt 52-130; ON-t 16-64. 

I next considered how light adaptation alters the shape of temporal RFs. The 

shape of temporal integration determines what aspect of the stimulus is encoded by the 

RGC. For instance, a temporal RF with a single lobe, which is called sustained or 
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monophasic, signals an increase or decrease in contrast. This type of temporal RF is 

equivalent to a low pass filter in the frequency domain. On the other hand, a temporal 

RF with two lobes, called transient or biphasic, encodes changes in contrast and is 

equivalent to a band pass filter in frequency space. Theoretical studies predict that 

temporal tuning changes from transient at high light levels to sustained at low light 

levels (Atick and Redlich 1992; van Hateren 1992a). The theory suggests that RGC 

computations are limited by stimulus noise under scotopic conditions, so they shift 

processing to detect photons rather than contrast. To test how this prediction holds 

across many cell types, I implemented a transience index that ranges from 0 (sustained 

or monophasic) to 1 (transient or biphasic). Only ON-bs RGCs followed the theoretical 

prediction, becoming much less transient as light level decreases (Figure 19F; comparing 

10,000 Rh*/rod/s and 0.1 Rh*/rod/s: p < 0.001). Surprisingly, all other types exhibit the 

opposite trend and show more transience in scotopic light levels (comparing 10,000 

Rh*/rod/s and 0.1 Rh*/rod/s: p < 0.001). For these types, the relative ordering of 

transience indices was stable over light conditions. At 0.1 Rh*/rod/s, OFF-t RGCs have a 

strong transience index (higher than ON-bs, OFF-bs, and ON-t, p < 0.001), and there is a 

large spread of indices overall. This result indicates that diversity in temporal processing 

is maintained during light adaptation, rather than all RGC types coalescing to a similar 

monophasic shape, as previously suggested (Enroth-Cugell and Shapley 1973). 
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RGC responses have often been presented in the frequency domain to reveal 

their linear filtering properties (Shapley and Enroth-Cugell 1984). To connect with this 

perspective, I replot the temporal RFs in frequency space in Figure 20. This figure 

demonstrates how ON-bs tuning becomes more low pass with decreasing light levels, 

while all other types remain strongly band pass. I also extracted the peak temporal 

frequency of these curves to assess kinetic changes in the frequency domain. As light 

intensity decreases, the peak frequency decreases for all types, reflecting the prolonged 

temporal integration illustrated in Figure 19 (peak frequency at 10,000 Rh*/rod/s is larger 

than that at 0.1 Rh*/rod/s, p < 0.001 for all types except OFF-t). However, ON-bs tuning 

slows proportionally more, exhibiting the slowest peak temporal frequency by 0.1 

Rh*/rod/s (Figure 20B; p < 0.001).  

These temporal RF changes show several departures from previous work. First, I 

find that most cell types remain band pass under scotopic conditions, indicating that 

stimulus noise is not limiting factor for detecting temporal contrast at those light levels. 

Second, the relative ordering of temporal RFs is mostly maintained across cell types, 

with the exception of ON-bs RGCs. This finding suggests that relative temporal 

integration among some RGC types is one aspect of the retinal code that is stable across 

light levels.    
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Figure 20: Temporal RFs exhibit band pass shapes across light levels. A. 

Average time course over 4 retinas for each cell type and light level. Note that the ON-bs 

curves become low pass at 0.1 Rh*/rod/s, while all other types remain band pass, as 

quantified in Figure 19F. B. ON-bs RGCs exhibit slowing in temporal integration more 

than other cell types. The total number of RGCs depended on light level. For OFF-bs, the 

range of recorded RGCs over all light levels is 34-107; OFF-bt: 48-160; OFF-t 10-63; ON-

bs 20-51; ON-bt 52-130; ON-t 16-64. 

3.2.2 Spatial RFs increase in size but retain surrounds at scotopic 
conditions 

I next turn to spatial RFs, which describe the spatial patterns encoded by each 

cell type. Strong surrounds enable RGCs to encode spatial contrasts, while weak 

surrounds mean RGCs respond to stimulus intensity. Just as temporal RFs are 

traditionally thought to adapt from band pass to low pass as light intensity decreases, 

spatial RFs are predicted to lose the strength of their antagonistic surrounds under low 

light levels (Atick and Redlich 1992). In addition, previous work has shown that RF 

center sizes become larger at lower light intensities, although the results are mixed 

(Troy, Bohnsack, and Diller 1999; Troy, Oh, and Enroth-Cugell 1993; Barlow, Fitzhugh, 
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and Kuffler 1957; Enroth-Cugell and Shapley 1973; Cowan et al. 2017). I  first measured 

the center size of RFs by fitting a two-dimensional Gaussian to each spatial RF. Center 

radius increases slightly at lower light levels for all cell types (Figure 21B; OFF-bt, OFF-t, 

and ON-bt centers are larger at 1 Rh*/rod/s compared to 10,000 Rh*/rod/s, p < 0.01). The 

relative center sizes are somewhat preserved across light levels, where ON-t and OFF-t 

have the smallest RFs and ON-bs and OFF-bt have the largest RFs (OFF-t and ON-t 

centers are smaller than those of OFF-bt and ON-bs at every light level, p < 0.001). These 

results show that spatial RF centers, as measured by white noise, grow slightly larger 

under scotopic conditions. 

 

Figure 21: Spatial RFs as measured by white noise stimuli. A. Average spatial 

RF over all RGCs in one retina, shown at two light levels.  B. Center size increases 

slightly at scotopic conditions. RFs were measured with 63um white noise squares. Most 

types are significantly different (p < 0.001) at 10,000 Rh*/rod/s. At 1 Rh*/rod/s, OFF-bs, 

OFF-t, and ON-t are smaller than OFF-bt, ON-bs, and ON-bt (p < 0.001). 3 retinas. The 

total number of RGCs depended on light level. For OFF-bs, the range of recorded RGCs 

over all light levels is 39-97; OFF-bt: 52-132; OFF-t: 5-29; ON-bs: 5-66; ON-bt: 36-88; ON-t: 

5-32.  

Using white noise stimuli to measure spatial RFs may not capture all features of 

RGC spatial integration. For example, the small stimulus pixels (~60um) necessary to 
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measure changes in the RF centers create very low effective contrast for the much larger 

RF surrounds. Accurately measuring surrounds thus require either much longer 

recordings, or different stimuli to effectively activate the surrounds. I therefore utilized 

sinusoidal drifting gratings to complement my white noise analysis. Figure 22A shows 

an example RGC response to gratings of multiple sizes at 10,000 Rh*/rod/s. From these 

PSTHs, I extracted the response amplitude at the frequency of the stimulus modulation 

(F1 power). The resulting response curves (Figure 22B) were then fit with a difference of 

Gaussians model, which describes the RF center with one Gaussian and the antagonistic 

surround with a larger Gaussian of opposite sign. I then used these fits to estimate RF 

center size as well as the relative strength of the surround. In agreement with the center 

size estimates from white noise, the RF centers of each type grew larger with lower light 

levels (Figure 22C; p < 0.05 for all types except ON-t when comparing 10,000 and 0.1 

Rh*/rod/s). However, the center sizes of distinct types were too close to differentiate at 

any light level (although OFF-t center radius is smaller than the ON-bt radius at 10,000 

Rh*/rod/s; p < 0.01). Using these data to determine the spatial RF relationships among 

different types is therefore not possible.  

Figure 22B shows that the spatial RFs of most cell types retain their band pass 

shape under scotopic conditions. Thus, contrary to theoretical predictions, the strength 

of antagonistic surrounds relative to centers did not weaken substantially in scotopic 

conditions. An exception is ON-bt RGCs, which exhibit low pass shape at 0.1 Rh*/rod/s. I 
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quantified these results by taking the ratio of the surround Gaussian volume compared 

to that of the center (Figure 22D). ON-bt surrounds are weaker at 0.1 Rh*/rod/s (p < 0.05 

compared to 10,000 Rh*/rod/s; at 0.1 Rh*/rod/s, ON-bt ratio is smaller than that of all 

other types, p < 0.001), while all other types exhibit slightly stronger surrounds at 0.1 

Rh*/rod/s (ON-bs: p < 0.05; all other types, p > 0.05). Further evidence that spatial 

surrounds remain prominent in scotopic conditions are in Figures 16 & 17, which exhibit 

surround structure at 10 Rh*/rod/s. Together, these findings demonstrate that in the 

rodent retina, center-surround RF structure is generally maintained from scotopic to 

photopic conditions. 
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Figure 22: Spatial RFs as measured by drifting grating stimuli. A. Raster (top) 

and PSTH (bottom) from an example RGC in response to gratings of three different 

sizes. The power at 2Hz, the frequency of the stimulation, was extracted from PSTH to 

build the tuning curves in B. B. Spatial tuning curves of one RGC at 10,000 (yellow) and 

0.1 (black) Rh*/rod/s for each cell type. Arrows show the corresponding tuning curve 

values for responses in A. The band pass shapes indicate that antagonistic surrounds are 

present in the spatial RFs. C. Center size increases at lower light levels for all cell types 

(3 retinas). D. Surround-center ratio at two light levels. The total number of RGCs 

depended on light level. For OFF-bs, the range of recorded RGCs over all light levels is 

17-26; OFF-bt: 19-28; OFF-t: 13-22; ON-bs: 14-21; ON-bt: 25-34; ON-t: 8-19. 

3.2.3 Spatial and temporal integration are inversely related at all light 
levels 

In the RGCs of several species, including primates and rodents, temporal and 

spatial integration have been shown to be inversely related (Ravi et al. 2018; Ocko 2018): 

cells with the largest spatial RFs exhibit the briefest temporal integration and vice versa.  
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Thus, a tradeoff between spatial and temporal resolution appears to be a functional 

organizing principle in the retina. To determine how this space-time organization might 

change with light adaptation, I compared the spatial and temporal integration for each 

cell type across light levels (Figure 23). A space-time tradeoff was present at all 

conditions, with similar slopes defining the tradeoff across light levels and cell types. 

Considering each type individually (Figure 23B), resolution in both space and time 

decreases with light level, although not in a perfectly linear manner. To determine if the 

extent of tradeoff is stable over light levels, I compared the fit performance of a line with 

the same, fixed slope at each light level (red lines in Figure 23A) to a line whose slope 

was allowed to change over conditions (i.e., each dashed line in Figure 23A). The R2 

performance of fixed and flexible slopes is shown in Figure 23C. Over all 6 retinas, the 

fixed slope achieved 70% of the flexible slope R2 performance, indicating that the extent 

of space-time trade is mostly constant across light levels. One limiting factor for a single, 

fixed slope to explain the data may be due to strong changes in ON-bs temporal 

integration. As shown in Figure 19, ON-bs temporal RFs slow substantially at lower 

light levels. However, their spatial integration does not increase strongly at dim light 

levels (Figures 22 & 21), which would be expected under constant space-time tradeoff. 

Despite this specific adaptation trend in ON-bs RGCs, the results considering all cell 

types as a whole demonstrate that space-time tradeoff, a basic structure of RFs, is 

maintained in light adaptation. 
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Figure 23: Space-time tradeoff is present at all light conditions. A. The 

relationship between spatial resolution and temporal resolution in RFs for each type. B. 

Plotting space-time tradeoff for each cell type, using data from the 2nd retina of A. C. 

Performance of a fixed-slope best fit line (red lines in A) compared to a best fit line with 

flexible slopes over light levels (dashed lines in A). The total number of RGCs across 6 

retinas depended on light level. For OFF-bs, the range of recorded RGCs over all light 

levels is 34-159; OFF-bt: 48-237; OFF-t: 10-82; ON-bs: 20-110; ON-bt: 52-175; ON-t: 16-83.  

3.2.4 Relative contrast gain is stable with light adaptation 

Having considered the basic spatial and temporal encoding properties found in 

the RFs of these RGC types, I next analyzed their contrast gain. In the framework of a 

linear-nonlinear-Poisson model, each cell’s RF is the linear stage of the model, and 

contrast responsiveness is the nonlinear stage. Contrast gain, or the static nonlinearity, 

describes how the visual message encoded by a RF is transformed into a particular firing 

rate response (Chichilnisky 2001). I find that the relative static nonlinearities across cell 
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types are remarkably stable over light conditions (Figure 24). I next implemented a 

contrast gain metric to measure the response amplitude of a cell type to a small stimulus 

contrast. Contrast gain generally decreases with light intensity for all cell types, and the 

change is mostly in the same proportion for each type (Figure 24B; at every light level, 

ON-t gain < ON-bt gain < OFF-bs, OFF-bt, and ON-bs gain, p < 0.001 ). To quantify static 

nonlinearity shape, I implemented a nonlinear index (NLI), where more negative values 

signify a linear relationship between contrast and spike output, while more positive 

values indicate strongly rectified, nonlinear gain. NLIs were systematically related to the 

temporal filtering properties of the RGCs: ON/OFF-bs RGCs were the least nonlinear, 

ON/OFF-bt RGCs were in the middle, and ON/OFF-t RGCs were the most nonlinear. 

These relationships were consistent across light levels (at 10,000, 100, 10, and 1 

Rh*/rod/s: OFF-bs and ON-bs NLI < OFF-bt and ON-bt NLI  < ON-t NLI, p < 0.001). 

Thus, the contrast responses across RGC types are stable from photopic to scotopic 

conditions. In addition to the generally preserved RF organization of different cell types 

over light levels, these findings indicate that the visual information encoded by the 

relative spiking of RGC types is maintained under light adaptation. 
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Figure 24: Contrast response functions across 6 RGC types maintain stable 

organization from scotopic to photopic conditions. A. Average static nonlinearities 

over 4 retinas. B. Contrast gain decreases at lower light levels in a similar manner for 

each type. C. Nonlinearity index. The brisk sustained types are the most linear, the brisk 

transient are in the middle, and the transient types are the most nonlinear. This 

organization is generally consistent across light levels. The total number of RGCs 

depended on light level. For OFF-bs, the range of recorded RGCs over all light levels is 

36-107; OFF-bt: 48-160; OFF-t 16-63; ON-bs 24-51; ON-bt 53-130; ON-t 22-64. 

3.3 Discussion 

A crucial function of the mammalian retina is to convey visual information over 

~10 orders of magnitude of light intensity from starlight to sunlight. These signals are 

sent to the brain via RGCs, which are organized into many cell types to convey distinct 

visual features. How does this parallel organization of the retina operate from scotopic 

to photopic conditions? On one extreme, all cell types could adapt with a constant factor, 

resulting in stable cell type organization over light levels. Alternatively, relative 

response properties among types could reorganize at different light intensities. Still 

another possibility is that there is less functional diversity over RGC types in scotopic 
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conditions, with responses of different cell types becoming more similar. Here, I 

systematically determined the impact of light adaptation on parallel processing by 

measuring RF structure and contrast gain in different RGC types. I find that the parallel 

organization across six RGC types is generally preserved from photopic to scotopic 

conditions. Two exceptions are ON-bs temporal encoding and ON-bt spatial encoding: 

ON-bs temporal RFs transition from fast, band pass filtering to slow, low pass filtering, 

while ON-bt spatial RFs exhibit weaker surrounds at low light intensities. Despite these 

exceptions, there is an overall stability in relative encoding at the cell type level. This 

stability stands out from the considerable changes in individual RGC responses across 

light levels. These findings indicate that visual features encoded by relative responses 

across different RGC types may be consistent over light conditions, potentially 

providing invariant signals for the brain to extract from highly variable retinal spiking 

between starlight and sunlight. 

3.3.1 Comparison to previous literature  

My results call classic notions of retinal light adaptation into question. The 

traditional view is that increased noise at lower light levels dominates retinal 

computations, causing RGCs to encode stimulus intensities rather than contrast (Atick 

and Redlich 1992). Some studies agree with this prediction, finding that RFs shift to low 

pass filtering in both space and time as light level decreases (Farrow et al. 2013; Enroth-

Cugell and Shapley 1973; Borghuis, Ratliff, and Smith 2018). Other studies have 
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disagreed with these results, finding that spatial surrounds (meaning spatial band pass 

filtering) are still present in scotopic conditions (Troy, Oh, and Enroth-Cugell 1993; Troy, 

Bohnsack, and Diller 1999; Cowan et al. 2017; Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. 2015). I observe 

that most RGC types maintain strong spatial surrounds and band pass temporal tuning 

under scotopic conditions. Only two of my measurements (ON-bs temporal RFs and 

ON-bt spatial RFs) are consistent with classical notions of light adaptation. A possible 

explanation for this discrepancy is cell type and species differences, as adaptation effects 

in diverse rodent RGCs are not well documented. Another possibility is that the 

stimulus intensities were not low enough to elicit changes in surround strength and 

temporal filtering. However, this seems unlikely as I utilized light levels 100-fold 

dimmer than the other documented changes in surround strength (Farrow et al. 2013; 

Borghuis, Ratliff, and Smith 2018). Overall, my findings show that even in starlight 

conditions, many rat RGC types encode contrast in both space and time. These results 

suggest that RF computations may only be affected by stimulus noise at light levels 

closer to the limit of RGC sensitivity (<0.1 Rh*/rod/s).  

Furthermore, my work takes a novel perspective by comparing RF organization 

in diverse RGC types across light levels. How light adaptation alters the relative 

ordering of spatial and temporal characteristics of different RGC types has so far 

remained unknown. This gap in knowledge is largely because robustly classifying RGC 

types is a consistent limitation of previous work. Many studies rely on cell type 
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classification with nonspecific histological markers (Farrow et al. 2013; Tikidji-

Hamburyan et al. 2015) or only separate RGCs by ON and OFF polarity (Cowan et al. 

2017; Borghuis, Ratliff, and Smith 2018). Using mosaic-confirmed cell types, I show that 

relative RF properties across types are generally maintained from photopic to scotopic 

conditions. This preservation of parallel processing differs from the strong variability in 

single RGC responses across light levels (Chapter 2) (Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. 2015), 

indicating that there may be stability in retinal output across light levels after all. 

ON-bs temporal RFs and ON-bt spatial RFs represent counterpoints to this 

stability in parallel processing. ON-bs temporal integration slowed proportionally more 

under scotopic conditions than any other type, and ON-bt spatial surrounds were 

weaker than other type under scotopic conditions. I note that other past work has also 

identified some adaptation effects that may be cell type-specific. For instance, 

documented surround strength in scotopic light levels has been very heterogeneous, 

suggesting that different cell types may adapt differently (Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. 2015; 

Farrow et al. 2013; Cowan et al. 2017). However, as stated above, none of these studies 

employed robust type classification, so I cannot definitively conclude that different 

types are the cause of the heterogeneity. My data demonstrate unique but limited cell 

type-specific adaptation effects, which will likely need to be taken into account by 

downstream brain regions. 
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3.3.2 Caveats and limitations 

I next turn to experimental considerations that may impact interpretation of my 

results. I have thus far focused on the effects of adaptation to mean stimulus intensity. 

However, contrast adaptation may also be a contributing factor, as altering stimulus 

contrast impacts response gain and kinetics (Baccus and Meister 2002; Beaudoin, 

Manookin, and Demb 2008; Kim and Rieke 2001). Note that dynamic contrast adaptation 

is not a concern here because it occurs within 30s of a contrast change, and my 

recordings for a given stimulus were at least 20 minutes long. Nonetheless, it is possible 

that the retina was in a different steady state of contrast adaptation at each light level. 

Each stimulus was presented with the same stimulus contrast (variability in intensity of 

the white noise pixels) across light levels. However, there are additional white noise 

parameters that impact the overall, effective contrast of the stimulus. These parameters 

are the size and temporal refresh rate of the white noise pixels. A 500um white noise 

checker, for instance, has a much larger effective contrast than a 5um white noise 

checker. These white noise pixel parameters must be changed across light levels to 

balance the spatial and temporal resolution of measured RFs with the signal-to-noise of 

RGC responses.  Stimulating RGCs with very small stimulus pixels at scotopic levels, for 

example, does not robustly drive spiking and would result in noisy spatial RF estimates. 

Because white noise pixel resolution changed with light level, it is possible that the 

retina was stimulated by different effective contrasts at each light level. Thus, to 
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understand how different contrast states affect RF organization, I measured temporal 

RFs under different white noise refresh rates (Figure 25). Different effective stimulus 

contrasts altered the shape but not the integration kinetics in the scotopic condition 

(Figure 25A). At the photopic light level, I observe slight changes in the kinetics of 

temporal RFs, but these shifts are more consistent with recording rundown than contrast 

adaptation (Figure 25C). The shape changes of temporal RFs vary linearly with effective 

stimulus contrast, and the relative impact on different cell types is quite stable (Figure 

25B & D). Therefore, I do not believe that contrast adaptation impacts my main 

conclusions.  

 

Figure 25: Impact of effective stimulus contrast on temporal RF measurements. 

A. Temporal RFs under different time resolutions of the white noise stimulus at 1 
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Rh*/rod/s. The dynamics of temporal integration are stable across time resolutions. One 

stimulus refresh was repeated at the end of the experiment to test for reproducibility. B. 

Gain changes in temporal RFs are approximately linear with stimulus resolution. C. The 

same as A at 10,000 Rh*/rod/s. The few observed kinetic differences in temporal RFs are 

more consistent with recording rundown than contrast adaptation (compare red and 

green curves). D. Quantification of gain changes in C. Data are from 1 retina. The total 

number of RGCs varied for different stimulus contrasts. For OFF-bs, the range of 

recorded RGCs is 7-9; OFF-bt: 15-17; OFF-t: 6-9; ON-bs: 6-14; ON-bt: 14-19; ON-t: 8-15. 

Another factor to consider is how the ex vivo preparation used here departs from 

physiological conditions. The most significant issue is the effect of photoreceptor 

bleaching. At 100 and 1000 Rh*/rod/s, light levels bright enough to bleach rods in a short 

amount of time, the rate of rod bleaching may depart from in vivo dynamics at those 

same light intensities (Borghuis, Ratliff, and Smith 2018). These bleaching-induced 

changes in rod sensitivity will impact RGC spiking. This process may be the explanation 

for triphasic temporal RFs measured at 100 Rh*/rod/s (Figure 19). Note that for dimmer 

stimulus intensities used here (<100 Rh*/rod/s), rod bleaching will not occur fast enough 

to affect sensitivity. Similarly, at 10,000 Rh*/rod/s, cones are bleached at a relatively slow 

rate (10% of photopigment per hour). A conservative interpretation of my data would 

therefore be to only consider results at 10,000 Rh*/rod/s and <100 Rh*/rod/s as matching 

in vivo conditions. Even from this perspective, however, I can confidently conclude that 

RF organization of different RGC types is stable under low scotopic and photopic 

conditions. 

A further potential limitation to this study is that I probed RGC adaptation with 

linear RFs, which may not explain all features encoded by RGC spikes. Specifically, I 
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considered the first two stages of the model by focusing on RF structure and contrast 

gain control. LNP models are limited in how much RGC activity they can describe, 

maxing out at about 75% explained variance (see Chapter 2). It is possible that processes 

accounting for the rest of this variance also make important changes with light 

adaptation. For instance, nonlinear spatial integration, which cannot be produced by 

linear RFs, has been shown to decrease with light level in ON alpha RGCs (Grimes, 

Schwartz, and Rieke 2014). I emphasize, however, that RFs capture first-order response 

changes in RGCs, and thus are the first step in understanding how parallel processing is 

altered by light adaptation.  

Finally, it is important to consider that my observations were made using 

artificial visual stimuli. Previous work has shown that some RF properties are specific to 

naturalistic stimulation. OFF parasol RGCs in primates, for example, linearly integrate 

spatial patterns of artificial stimuli, but switch to nonlinear integration when stimulated 

with patches of natural scenes (Turner, Schwartz, and Rieke 2018). Interestingly, this 

result is cell type-dependent, as ON parasol RGCs remain linear under both stimulus 

conditions. Other work has similarly shown that center-surround interactions can 

exhibit nonlinearities under natural scenes (Takeshita and Gollisch 2014). Thus, it will be 

important for future work to determine how much relative response properties across 

RGCs types are preserved when using naturalistic stimuli.  
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3.3.3 Implications for downstream processing 

I have suggested here that stable relative responses of RGC types across light 

levels may demonstrate a type of invariant encoding of visual features. How likely is 

this processing strategy to occur in the brain? The relationships for all 30 RGC types 

could remain stable across light levels, but this possibility seems unlikely. An 

alternative, however, is that only specific combinations of cell types exhibit stable 

relationships from starlight to sunlight. This possibility is consistent with the literature 

about cell type-specific projections from the retina to the LGN. Some neurons receive 

input from several cell types, so extracting invariant features may be a useful motif for 

these cells (Rompani et al. 2017; Liang et al. 2018; Roman Roson et al. 2019). Other LGN 

neurons receive input from mainly one type of RGC, and so would not be able to 

process relative responses of different types. Instead, those LGN neurons may either 

pass along light adaptation changes to other regions, or shift their processing of retinal 

activity with light level.  

In fact, few studies have documented the impact of mean light intensity in post-

retinal brain regions. Tikidji-Hamburyan et al 2015 measured responses in mouse LGN, 

finding that response polarity changes are inherited from the retina. Other studies in cat 

and primate LGN and V1 document small differences in RF center sizes and spatial 

frequency resolution across light levels (Virsu, Lee, and Creutzfeldt 1977; Bisti et al. 

1977; Wiesel and Hubel 1966; Ramoa, Freeman, and Macy 1985). However, these same 
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studies found stability in other response properties such as band pass filtering, 

orientation selectivity, and direction selectivity over light level (Bisti et al. 1977; Virsu, 

Lee, and Creutzfeldt 1977; Ramoa, Freeman, and Macy 1985). Overall, responses in 

downstream regions--particularly in cortex--are thought to be invariant with light 

adaptation. What is the extent of this response invariance over light levels, and how 

might it be accomplished given the strong changes in retinal output from scotopic to 

photopic conditions? Perhaps downstream regions estimate the mean light intensity by 

learning it from the activity of RGCs, particularly melanopsin-positive cells (Milner and 

Do 2017), and then shift processing strategies based on that estimated light level (Mante, 

Bonin, and Carandini 2008). Alternatively, there may be preserved features of retinal 

spiking that can be extracted at all light levels, as I have hypothesized here with relative 

cell type responses. Yet another option is a combination of these two possibilities that 

depends on specific RGC types. These questions are intriguing open avenues of 

research, and are critical for understanding how the brain ultimately creates stable 

visual perception between night and day. 

3.4 Methods and materials 

3.4.1 Multi-electrode array recordings 

Multi-electrode array recordings of RGC activity across light levels were 

performed as described in Section 2.4.1.  
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3.4.2 Visual stimuli 

Visual stimuli were presented as described in Section 2.4.2.  

3.4.3 Spike sorting and neuron identification 

 Individual RGCs and their spikes were identified as described in Section 2.4.3. 

3.4.4 Measuring RF and contrast gain properties 

Linear spatiotemporal RFs were estimated as described in Section 2.4.5. To 

measure the space-time separability of these RFs, I performed singular value 

decomposition on the full RFs. I then reconstructed the RFs with different ranks, using 

increasing numbers of pairs of spatial and temporal filters. The singular value of a rank-

1 RF, normalized by the sum of all singular values, gives the variance explained about 

the full RF by a single pair of spatial and temporal filters.  

From the spatiotemporal RFs, spatial RFs were defined by the stimulus pixels 

whose intensity values varied significantly over the whole spike-triggered average. 

Temporal RFs were found by averaging the intensity profile of the spatial RF in time. 

Time courses were analyzed in both time and frequency space, extracting metrics such 

as time of zero crossing and peak frequency of modulation. The transience index was 

measured by taking the addition of the temporal RF maximum and minimum values, 

divided by the absolute value of their sum. Spatial RFs were fit with two-dimensional 

Gaussians, and center size was reported as the 1 s.d. of these fits. To measure spatial RF 

sizes with drifting grating stimuli, response curves at the fundamental frequency 
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modulation of the stimuli were generated for different spatial frequencies. These tuning 

curves were fit with a difference of Gaussians function. Center size and relative 

surround strength (for surround/center volume ratio) was extracted from these fits. I 

note that many tuning curves did not level off with decreasing spatial frequency, so my 

estimates of surrounds are lower bounds. 

Space-time tradeoff was quantified with the line best fitting data points of all cell 

types at one light level. To compare across light levels, spatial and temporal resolution 

were normalized by the average spatial and temporal resolution of all types at 10,000 

Rh*/rod/s. I fit one line to all of these normalized points, and compared it to fitting lines 

separately at each light level. The performance of these fixed vs flexible linear fits was 

quantified with R2.  

Contrast gain functions (SNLs) were measured as described in Section 2.4.5. 

Contrast gain was quantified as the log-product of spatial RF size, peak temporal RF 

value, and SNL slope at zero contrast. Nonlinearity index was quantified as the log of 

the ratio of SNL slope at zero contrast to the slope at maximum contrast. 

3.4.5 Experimental design and statistics 

Sample size was not predetermined by a statistical method, but my sample sizes 

(number of recorded cells and number of retinas) are similar to those generally used in 

the field. Experiments were replicated on multiple retinas as indicated in figure legends. 

Statistical results are found in the text. Significance tests were performed using a one-
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way analysis of variance to compare values across different cell types, and the Wilcoxon 

rank sum test to compare values for a given cell type across light levels.
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4. Ignoring correlated activity causes a failure in retinal 
population codes 

4.1 Introduction 

Population activity is the currency of sensory systems because individual 

neurons have limited signal capacity and variable responses to repeated presentations of 

the same stimuli. This variability is often shared across neurons (termed noise 

correlations), adding a rich complexity to the issue of information processing in neural 

populations (Averbeck, Latham, and Pouget 2006). There is a large body of work 

showing that these noise correlations can enhance or degrade signaling of sensory 

information, depending on the structure of noise correlations and their relationship to 

stimulus-evoked signals (Zylberberg et al. 2016; Zohary, Shadlen, and Newsome 1994; 

Dan et al. 1998; Abbott and Dayan 1999; Romo et al. 2003; Wu, Nakahara, and Amari 

2001). A crucial question is how downstream regions can best integrate signals given the 

noise correlations among their inputs. Perhaps ignoring noise correlations has no 

adverse effect on computations. On the other hand, downstream regions may need to 

take correlated noise into account to appropriately process their inputs. Answering this 

question is critical for understanding how the activity of sensory populations represents 

stimuli as well as generating informed hypotheses about how downstream circuits 

process these signals. 

In the visual system, populations of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs)—the brain’s 

sole source of visual information—exhibit noise correlations. Previous work has shown 

that failing to account for these correlations decreases decoded information by 0-20% 

(Nirenberg et al. 2001; Pillow et al. 2008; Meytlis, Nichols, and Nirenberg 2012). 

However, these studies were performed under daylight conditions, just part of the 

retina’s broad operating range that spans 10-12 log units of light intensity. Importantly, 

the structure of correlated noise changes over light intensities: correlated activity is 
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generally stronger at lower light levels, exhibiting higher peak correlations that extend 

over longer spatial and temporal scales (Mastronarde 1983b; Greschner et al. 2011). This 

shift in correlated noise across populations of RGCs raises the intriguing possibility that 

light adaptation changes the impact of these correlations on decoding retinal output.  

To determine the impact of light adaptation and associated changes in correlated 

activity, I recorded from populations of rat RGCs with a large-scale multielectrode array 

(MEA) over conditions spanning rod-mediated (scotopic) to cone-mediated (photopic) 

light levels. Using a generalized linear model (GLM) to decode retinal activity, I show 

that at photopic light levels, accounting for correlations among RGCs improves 

decoding by ~20% compared to assuming independent noise among RGCs, similar to 

previous results in other mammals (Nirenberg et al. 2001; Pillow et al. 2008; Meytlis, 

Nichols, and Nirenberg 2012). However, under scotopic conditions, accounting for 

correlations showed a significantly larger impact on decoding performance with a 

~100% improvement in decoded information. Strikingly, assuming independent noise 

across a local population of RGCs produced poorer decoding performance than 

decoding with a single RGC. In this way, I demonstrate a failure in decoding neural 

populations when noise correlations are substantial and ignored. Importantly, these 

results depended on the RGC type that was analyzed, with decoding from OFF-brisk 

transient RGCs exhibiting greater sensitivity to correlations than decoding from OFF-

brisk sustained RGCs. To generalize these results, I created a model of tuned, correlated 

neurons to identify conditions under which assuming independence causes decoding 

from the population to perform worse than decoding from a single cell. This model 

elucidates the circumstances where accounting for correlations not only improves visual 

processing but is necessary to take advantage of population codes. More generally, this 

work demonstrates the large impact of context-dependent correlations in sensory 

processing and raises important questions about how downstream brain areas process 

retinal signals across light levels. 
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4.2 Results 

4.2.1 Noise correlations are stronger at scotopic light levels 

To examine the consequences of pairwise noise correlations on retinal population 

codes, I recorded RGC responses across a range of light intensities from segments of rat 

retina on a large-scale MEA (Anishchenko et al. 2010; Ravi et al. 2018). The retina was 

stimulated with spatiotemporal checkerboard noise to estimate the receptive fields 

(RFs), contrast response functions and autocorrelation functions of RGCs over the MEA. 

RGCs were functionally classified according to their light response properties and 

spiking dynamics (Yu et al. 2017; Ravi et al. 2018). The results of the classification were 

validated by observing that each functionally defined RGC type exhibited a mosaic-like 

organization of RFs that approximately tiled space (Figure 26A) (Wassle, Peichl, and 

Boycott 1981; Devries and Baylor 1997; Ravi et al. 2018). I initially focus my analysis of 

correlated activity onto a single cell type: OFF-brisk transient (-bt) RGCs (Figure 26A). 

These cells are likely homologous to OFF parasol cells and other transient alpha-like 

RGCs in other mammals: they exhibit center-surround RFs, short-latency, transient light 

responses and high contrast sensitivity (Crook et al. 2008; Manookin et al. 2008; Ravi et 

al. 2018; Krieger et al. 2017). Focusing first on this RGC type facilitated comparing my 

results to previous work in the primate and rodent retina (Nirenberg et al. 2001; Pillow 

et al. 2008; Meytlis, Nichols, and Nirenberg 2012).  

Understanding the role of light adaptation in retinal coding required tracking the 

same population of RGCs across rod-mediated (scotopic) and cone-mediated (photopic) 

conditions. This tracking was achieved by utilizing the electrical image (EI) of each RGC. 

The EI is computed from the spike-triggered electrical activity of an identified RGC 

across the MEA (Petrusca et al. 2007). EIs serve as electrical footprints of each cell and 

are stable despite changes in responses across light levels (Field et al. 2009) (Figure 26B). 

This tracking procedure was further validated by observing a nearly identical mosaic-
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like organization of RFs across the scotopic (1.0 Rh* rod-1 s-1) and photopic (10,000 Rh* 

rod-1 s-1) light levels examined in these experiments (see Methods). 

 

Figure 26: Noise correlation structure and receptive fields of RGCs depend on 

light level. A. Receptive field (RF) mosaic of OFF brisk-transient (OFF-bt) RGCs. Each 

ellipse is the 1 s.d. Gaussian fit to an RGC’s spatial RF. Scale bar is 200m. B. Top row: 

Electrical image (EI) of an example cell at two light levels, which enables tracking RGCs 

across light conditions. Middle row: Spatial RFs at the two light levels. Bottom row: 

Temporal RF. Both spatial and temporal integration increase in the scotopic condition. C. 
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Spike raster of two neighboring RGCs at photopic (top) and scotopic (bottom) light 

levels responding to white noise stimuli. D. PSTHs in response to the white noise 

stimulus at each light level for the three RGCs highlighted in A. E. Example noise cross-

correlation functions (CCFs)  across light levels of two primary neighbor cells i and ii in 

A (left) and two secondary neighbor cells i and iii (right). F. Strength of noise 

correlations over pairwise distances for the OFF-bt RGC population. Each point shows 

the positive area under the CCF for a given pair of cells. Light adaptation causes 

expanded correlated noise in time and space for the scotopic condition (496 RGC pairs 

from 1 retina; see Figure 27 for correlated spiking from spontaneous firing and a natural 

movie stimulus). 

The pairwise noise correlations among OFF-bt RGCs were greater under the 

scotopic condition (Figure 26E & F). I computed all cross-correlograms between OFF-bt 

RGCs responding to the white noise stimulus and estimated noise correlations by 

subtracting stimulus-induced correlations (see Methods). The area under the peak and 

width of the noise correlations between primary neighbors increased at the lower light 

level (Figure 26E; Table 1). The spatial scale of correlations over the population of OFF-

bt RGCs was also larger in the scotopic condition (Figure 26F; Table 1). To verify that 

these noise correlations are not critically influenced by the white noise stimulus, I also 

examined noise correlations during spontaneous activity and in response to a natural 

movie (Figure 27). Consistent with previous studies (Greschner et al. 2011), those 

measurements revealed similar magnitude noise correlations across stimulus conditions, 

as well as similar changes in correlation structure across light levels. Thus, the structure 

and magnitude of the noise correlations depended weakly on the choice of stimulus but 

depended strongly on the light level at which the stimulus was presented for OFF-bt 

RGCs. Cumulatively, these observations indicate higher magnitude correlations that 

have broader temporal and spatial scales across the population of OFF-bt RGCs at the 

scotopic light level, in agreement with previous work (Mastronarde 1983b; DeVries 1999; 

Greschner et al. 2011). In the subsequent sections I utilize a model-based decoding 
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approach to determine the impact these changes in noise correlation structure have on 

decoding visual stimuli from populations of OFF-bt RGCs. 

 

Table 1: Measurements of correlation structure across light levels for the OFF-

bt and OFF-bs RGCs. 

 CCF area CCF width 
Correlation spatial 

scale (um) 

OFF-bt Photopic 0.0005 ± 0.00002 0.04 ± 0.0006 217 ± 6 

OFF-bt Scotopic 0.0012 ± 0.00005 0.047 ± 0.001 290 ± 6 

OFF-bt change over light levels 0.0008 ± 0.00005 0.008 ± 0.001 76 ± 16 

OFF-bs Photopic 0.0001 ± 0.00001 0.033± 0.001 170 ± 12 

OFF-bs Scotopic 0.0003 ± 0.00001 0.035 ± 0.001 195 ± 8 

OFF-bs change over light 

levels 
0.0001 ± 0.00001 0.001 ± 0.002 39 ± 25 

 P values P values Fraction of retinas 

OFF-bt: photopic vs scotopic p ≪ 0.001 p ≪ 0.001 3/3 

OFF-bs photopic vs scotopic p ≪ 0.001 p = 0.59 2/3 

Photopic: OFF-bt vs OFF-bs p ≪ 0.001 p ≪ 0.001 3/4 

Scotopic: OFF-bt vs OFF-bs p ≪ 0.001 p ≪ 0.001 3/3 

Light level change: OFF-bt vs 

OFF-bs 
p ≪ 0.001 p < 0.005 1/3 
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Figure 27: Noise correlations depend on light level and cell type no matter the 

stimulus condition. A. Inset: RF mosaic of OFF-bt RGCs. Main panel: Strength of noise 

correlations for four different stimulus conditions over pairwise distances for the OFF-bt 

population. Each point shows the cross-correlogram height at 0-time lag for a given pair 

of cells (78 RGC pairs from 1 retina; photopic light level: 10,000 Rh* rod-1 s-1; scotopic 

light level: 1 Rh* rod-1 s-1). Leftmost: Large pixel white noise (252m squares), which was 

used for decoding. Second to left: Small pixel white noise (63m squares). Second to 

right: A natural movie taken from a camera mounted on a cat’s head while walking 

through a forest (Betsch et al. 2004). Right: Static, full-screen gray stimulus. B. 

Comparing CCF peak height for the same RGC pairs across different stimuli. Colored 

points indicate primary neighbor pairs, while gray and black points indicate pairs with 

larger pairwise distances under the photopic and scotopic light levels, respectively (24 

primary neighbor pairs). Left: Large pixel white noise and small pixel white noise. 

Middle: large pixel white noise and natural stimuli. Right: large pixel white noise and 

spontaneous activity. C-D. Same as A-B for OFF-bs RGCs (45 RGC pairs from the same 

retina; 13 primary neighbor pairs) E. Distribution of CCF heights under each stimulus 

type for primary neighbor pairs of OFF-bt RGCs (colored points from B). F. Same as E. 

for OFF-bs RGCs. G. Example CCFs of one OFF-bt pair at the scotopic light level 

showing raw measured correlations (gray), stimulus-induced correlations (shuffle 

correlogram; blue), and noise correlations (red). Noise correlations are similar for the 

small pixel white noise (left) and large pixel white noise (right).  

4.2.2 RGC responses are fit well by the GLM across light levels 

The model-based decoding approach I used involves first fitting an encoding 

model to capture the relationship between visual stimuli and RGC spiking. This model 

will be inverted to estimate stimuli given RGC spike trains. Importantly, I are not claiming 

that this exact model inversion procedure is used in brain areas downstream of the RGCs. 

Since the exact computations downstream of the retina are unknown, I chose an optimal 

decoding approach. This procedure yields a way to estimate how well an ideal 

downstream system could estimate the stimulus, given the RGC spike trains using 

different assumptions about correlations between cells (Pillow et al. 2008; Averbeck, 

Latham, and Pouget 2006).  

To quantitatively describe RGC spiking in response to a checkerboard stimulus, I 

use the Generalized Linear Model (GLM), a phenomenological model for retinal 
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encoding that can also be used for Bayesian decoding (Pillow et al. 2008). The GLM 

transforms visual stimuli to spike times by first filtering the stimulus through the 

spatiotemporal RF and applying a spike history filter to account for refractoriness and 

spike bursts (Figure 28A). This signal is then passed through a static nonlinearity to 

yield a predicted firing rate, and spike times are generated with a Poisson process. I first 

fit OFF-bt RGCs with an independent version of the GLM, in which each cell is fit 

individually and the spiking of one RGC is independent of the other RGCs (except for 

stimulus-induced correlations). The same cells were fit at each light condition separately 

to optimize model performance at each light level. The independent GLM predicted 

held-out responses well at both light levels, as measured by the explained variance in 

firing rates (photopic: 0.59 ± 0.01, mean ± s.e.m., 100 cells from 4 retinas, scotopic: 0.58 ± 

0.01, 69 cells from 3 retinas; Figure 28C, D). Furthermore, the GLM captured changes 

known to occur in light adaptation, such as larger spatial RFs and slower temporal 

integration (Barlow, Fitzhugh, and Kuffler 1957; Enroth-Cugell and Shapley 1973) 

(Figure 26B and Figure 29). 
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Figure 28: A generalized linear model (GLM) captures RGC responses and 

pairwise correlation structure. A. GLM diagram for two coupled cells, adapted from 

Pillow et al. 2008. The stimulus is filtered by a RF, this generator signal is passed 

through a nonlinearity to generate firing rates, and then stochastic spikes are created. 

Spike history and coupling filters (for the coupled GLM) also influence the generator 

signal. B. Example local group of RGCs to which the GLM model is fit. C. Example 

recorded raster (blue), GLM predicted raster (red), and peri-stimulus time histogram 

(PSTH) and predicted PSTH (bottom) for cell i in B. Left column shows photopic light 

level and right column shows scotopic light level. D. Distribution of explained variances 

for the GLM predicted PSTHs for photopic (left) and scotopic (right) light levels 

(photopic: 100 Off-bt RGCs from 4 retinas; scotopic: 69 RGCs from 3 retinas). E. CCFs 

and GLM predicted CCFs of cell pairs shown in B at two light levels. F. Peak height of 

predicted CCFs compared to measured CCFs. The coupled GLM predicts close to the 
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measured noise correlation values, while the independent GLM predicts no noise 

correlations (left: photopic condition, right: scotopic condition; 189 pairs from 11 groups 

of RGCs from 1 retina). 

To account for noise correlations between RGCs and determine their impact on 

decoding, I separately fit a coupled version of the GLM. The coupled GLM includes 

pairwise coupling filters so that the activity of one RGC can influence the responses of 

other RGCs, allowing the coupled GLM to capture noise correlations in RGC activity 

(Pillow et al. 2008). Because correlations decrease rapidly with distance between pairs of 

cells (Figure 26F), I used local groups of RGCs in the coupled GLM, choosing each group 

based on a central RGC and all of its recorded neighbors (Figure 28B). For single cell 

PSTHs, the coupled GLM predictions and performances were very similar to those of 

the independent GLM at both light levels (Figure 29). The coupled model predicted 

noise correlations well, while the independent model did not (Figure 28E & F), 

consistent with previous results (Pillow et al. 2008). This indicates that the independent 

GLM captures signal correlations across the population of RGCs, but the coupled GLM 

is necessary for capturing the signal and noise correlations. Having established the GLM 

as an accurate description of RGC activity under scotopic and photopic conditions, I 

next use the independent and coupled versions of the GLM to probe the impact of noise 

correlations on decoding retinal output over light levels. 
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Figure 29: Summary of GLM fitting performance. A. Spike triggered average 

(STA) of an example OFF-bt RGC across light levels. Note that these RGCs have space-

time separable RFs (Ravi et al. 2018). Top row, spatial components of the STA estimate 

the spatial RF. Bottom row, time courses of the STA estimate the temporal RFs (also 

called temporal filters). Notice the slower time course at the scotopic light level. B. Same 
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as A but spatial and temporal filters are from the GLM fit. C. Example spike history 

filters (left) and coupling filters (right) at each light level for a coupled group of RGCs. 

D. Comparing coupled and independent GLM performances for OFF-bt RGCs. Left, 

performances in predicting firing rates are similar for the coupled and independent 

GLMs (101 cells from 16 groups of RGCs from 1 retina; all data: photopic: independent 

GLM explained variance = 0.59 ± 0.01, mean ± s.e.m., 100 RGCs from 4 retinas, coupled 

GLM explained variance = 0.59 ± 0.007, 55 groups of RGCs from 4 retinas, scotopic: 

independent GLM explained variance = 0.58 ± 0.01, 69 RGCs from 3 retinas, coupled 

GLM explained variance = 0.51 ± 0.008, 37 groups of RGCs from 4 retinas). RGCs were 

used once in the independent GLMs but many are part of multiple coupled GLMs. 

Middle, distribution of explained variance between coupled and independent PSTH 

predictions at the photopic light level (all data: 0.93 ± 0.002). Right, distribution of 

explained variance between coupled and independent PSTH predictions at the scotopic 

light level (all data: 0.94 ± 0.002). E. Same as D for OFF-bs RGCs (44 cells from 8 groups 

of RGCs from 1 retina; all data: photopic: independent GLM explained variance = 0.52 ± 

0.02, 69 RGCs from 4 retinas, coupled GLM explained variance = 0.52 ± 0.01, explained 

variance between independent and coupled GLMs = 0.9 ± 0.006, 37 groups of RGCs 

from 4 retinas, scotopic: independent GLM explained variance = 0.65 ± 0.02, 42 RGCs 

from 3 retinas, coupled GLM explained variance = 0.64 ± 0.01, explained variance 

between independent and coupled GLMs = 0.94 ± 0.005, 20 groups of RGCs from 3 

retinas). F. Distribution of explained variances for the GLM predicted PSTHs in OFF-bs 

RGCs (photopic: 69 RGCs; scotopic: 42 RGCs). G. Cross-correlogram peak predictions 

for the independent and coupled GLMs across the OFF-bs RGC population (left: 

photopic condition, right: scotopic condition; 102 pairs from 9 groups of RGCs from 1 

retina).  

4.2.3 Ignoring correlated noise severely impacts scotopic decoding 

I estimated white noise stimuli from recorded responses to elucidate the impact 

of noise correlations on decoding OFF-bt RGC output. To perform model-based 

decoding of responses, I inverted the independent and coupled GLMs fit to recorded 

OFF-bt RGCs (see Figure 30). I compared the decoding performance between these two 

models to determine the extent to which ignoring noise correlations between RGCs 

diminished decoding performance. I performed Bayesian decoding, which optimally 

extracts stimulus information available in the RGC response structure that is captured 

by the GLM (Pillow et al. 2008). Given a set of spike times from a local group of RGCs, I 

decoded the intensity of a single stimulus pixel over six sequential frames. For this 
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analysis, the stimulus pixels and RGCs were chosen such that the pixel was 

predominantly covered by the center-most RGC of the group of cells (see Methods). I 

report decoding performance with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which quantifies the 

mutual information rate in bits s-1 that the decoded estimate provides about the actual 

stimulus (Warland, Reinagel, and Meister 1997).  

 

Figure 30: Schematic showing GLM-based Bayesian decoding. A. One stimulus 

pixel, highlighted in red, is chosen over several frames (left), yielding a sequence of 

intensity values (right). B. The corresponding response of a single RGC (top) or 

population of RGCs (middle and bottom) are extracted. C. The probability of each 

possible stimulus given the input response is computed under a GLM fit to that 

population. D. Summing over the possible stimuli weighted by their probabilities gives 

the optimal Bayesian estimate of the stimulus. In general, each GLM provides a different 

estimate of the original stimulus. 

At the photopic light level, the coupled GLM is a more accurate decoder, 

providing 22 ± 3 % (mean ± s.e.m.) more information than the independent GLM over 

all groups of OFF-bt RGCs (Figure 31A, B; 55 groups of RGCs from 4 retinas). However, 

at the scotopic light level, the importance of correlations for accurate decoding 

substantially increased for OFF-bt RGCs. Accounting for noise correlations with the 

coupled GLM provided 105 ± 18 % more information than the independent GLM 

(Figure 31B; 37 groups of RGCs from 3 retinas, difference over light levels p ≪ 0.001). 

Furthermore, the improvement in decoding for a given group of cells correlated 
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positively with the strength of noise correlations in that group, indicating that 

accounting for correlated activity enhances decoding most when correlated noise is 

largest (Figure 31C).  

 

Figure 31: Assuming noise independence yields poor decoding performance 

under scotopic light levels and can perform worse than decoding individual RGC 

responses. A. Decoding examples for two groups of OFF-bt RGCs. In these examples the 

coupled and single cell GLMs decode better than the independent GLM at scotopic light 

levels: see dashed lines in bar plots. Error bars (s.d.) are from bootstrapping decoded 
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signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). B. Average percent improvement in decoded SNR at each 

light level when using the coupled GLM relative to the independent GLM. Error bars are 

s.e.m. C. Percent improvement in decoding relates positively to the amount of noise 

correlation in the groups of RGCs (R2 = 0.6 for a single term exponential). Noise 

correlation for each group of RGCs is quantified by accumulating the peaks of CCFs 

between the centered RGC and its neighboring cells. Error bars are s.d. from 

bootstrapping. D. Insets: For one of the groups of RGCs in A, the difference in decoded 

SNR between the single cell and independent GLMs was computed over 500 bootstraps. 

The distribution of these SNR differences is plotted at each light level (left and right). 

The percentage of samples where this SNR difference is positive yields the population 

failure frequency for each group of cells. Main panel: Distribution of population failure 

frequencies over all groups of RGCs at the cone (left) and rod (right) light levels. E. 

Population failure relates positively to the amount of pairwise noise correlations across 

RGCs in each decoded group. Error bars are s.d. from bootstrapping. For panels B-E: 

photopic: 55 groups of RGCs from 4 retinas, scotopic: 37 groups of RGCs from 3 retinas 

(3 retinas in common between conditions). 

4.2.4 Population failure: Single RGCs can outperform populations  

To better understand the significance of the information loss due to ignoring 

noise correlations, I compared the decoding performance of the independent GLM to 

that of the best-performing single cell model. The single cell model was simply the 

individual GLM for the RGC centered over the decoded pixel. This comparison allowed 

us to relate the cost of ignoring noise correlations among a local population of RGCs to 

the benefit of decoding using responses of more than one RGC. Note that here the 

independent GLM eliminates noise correlations across the population of RGCs, but 

signal correlations are preserved. Surprisingly, in many of the tested groups, the single 

cell GLM outperformed the independent population GLM (Figure 31A). I call this effect 

population failure because the GLM fit to a population of RGCs decodes less 

information than from a single RGC when the population is assumed to be noise 

independent. 

Population failure occurred at both light levels, but more frequently in the 

scotopic condition (Figure 31D). At that light level, the majority of groups of RGCs 

exhibit this population failure mode (83 ± 6 %, mean frequency of population failure ± 
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s.e.m., 37 groups of RGCs, 3 retinas), and among those groups the single cell GLM 

provided 75 ± 23 % more information than the independent GLM (mean ± s.e.m, Figure 

31E). However, in the photopic condition, about half of the groups (50 ± 6 %, mean 

frequency of population failure ± s.e.m., 55 groups of RGCs) showed moderate 

population failure (19 ± 4 % more information than the independent GLM, mean ± 

s.e.m). Notably, the single cell GLM uses the exact same parameters as its corresponding 

cell in the independent GLM, so my findings are not a consequence of model fitting 

issues. Rather, this result demonstrates that decoding under the assumption that a 

population of RGCs is independent can be so suboptimal that it extracts less information 

than a single cell. This population failure under the assumption of independence is a 

striking example of the importance of accurately accounting for correlations in 

processing population activity, particularly in scotopic conditions. 

I next performed a series of controls to assess how particular details of my 

decoding analysis might influence these results. In the analyses above, I chose local 

groups of cells based on a central RGC with its nearest neighbors. Thus, the RFs over the 

population of RGCs had some overlap with the decoded stimulus pixel so that each cell 

provided nonzero decoding information about that pixel intensity (e.g. Figure 31A; note 

RF outlines are plotted at a 1 s.d. contour of a Gaussian fit, so the RFs extend well 

beyond the RF outline). To determine how this choice of population impacts decoding, I 

also decoded using larger groups of cell clusters, including secondary and tertiary 

neighbors. Including RGCs with RFs far away from the decoded stimulus pixel did not 

significantly alter the performances of the coupled or independent GLMs because those 

cells contribute minimal information to decoding and do not exhibit strong correlations 

with RGCs close to the decoded stimulus pixel, as expected (Figure 32). Thus, my 

selection of local groups of RGCs is not a crucial factor in the role of correlations for 

decoding.  
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Figure 32: Including RGCs beyond immediate neighbors does not significantly 

impact temporal decoding results. A. OFF-bt RF mosaics colored to show the four 

different populations that were compared with GLM decoding. The first group included 

an RGC centered over the decoded stimulus pixel and all of its primary neighbors. The 

second group adds secondary neighbors, the third group adds some far away RGCs, and 

the fourth group uses the whole recorded population. B. Decoded SNR for the 

independent and coupled GLMs fit with the groups in A at the photopic light level. C. 

Same as B for the scotopic light level. D. Percent improvement in decoded SNR between 

the coupled and independent GLMs for the different RGC groups. All error bars (s.d.) 

come from bootstrapping SNR. 

I further sought to ascertain whether population failure generalizes beyond 

temporal decoding by instead decoding spatial patterns of stimulus pixels for one movie 

frame. Under this decoding task, the coupled GLM continues to perform substantially 

better than the independent GLM at the scotopic light level (52 ± 16 %, mean ± s.d. over 

bootstraps; Figure 33). In addition, the independent GLM decodes less information than 

smaller groups of coupled RGCs, exhibiting a form of population failure because 18 cells 

in the independent GLM perform worse than 7 cells in a coupled GLM (Figure 33G-H). 
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These results demonstrate that the cost of ignoring correlations is a general feature of 

spatial and temporal decoding from OFF-bt RGCs. 

 

Figure 33: Population failure as a function of group size for decoding in time 

(panels A-D) or space (panels E-I). A. RF mosaic for 6 OFF-bt RGCs used to decode the 

temporal sequence of the stimulus pixel in red. B. Decoded SNR for independent GLMs 

as a function of number of cells included in the population. All possible combinations of 

1-6 RGCs were used. The independent GLM with all 6 cells decodes less information 

than GLMs with some combinations of 1-6 RGCs. Points are slightly jittered in the x 

direction for visualization. C. Same as B for coupled GLMs. Several combinations of 2-6 

coupled GLMs (including 1 single cell GLM) decode more information than the 

independent GLM with 6 cells (gray region). D. Decoded SNR for independent and 

coupled GLMs, where models using the same group of RGCs are connected by a line. 

For visualization, the coupled SNRs are plotted slightly to the right of the independent 

SNRs. E. RF mosaic for 18 OFF-bt RGCs used to decode the spatial pattern of stimulus 

pixels in red. Here I consider when an independent GLM consisting of many RGCs 

decodes worse than a GLM made up of a smaller population. This scenario exhibits 

population failure because the decoder with more cells fails to take advantage of the 

information provided by larger population input. Expanding to larger populations in 

this way is necessary because of the large size of stimulus pixels relative the RGC RFs, 

which makes it unlikely that a single RGC can decode a large spatial pattern well. F. 

Cumulative RF coverage for the 18 RGCs. The spatial pattern of stimulus pixels that was 
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decoded is outlined in black. This plot shows that the decoded stimulus pixels are well 

represented by the group of RGCs. G. Decoded SNR for independent GLMs as a 

function of number of cells included in the population. For groups with 2-17 RGCs, all 

possible combinations of RGCs were subsampled. Note that decoded SNR appears to 

plateau at ~15 cells. H. Same as G for coupled GLMs. The independent GLM using all 18 

RGCs decodes less information than coupled GLMs with some combinations of 7, 9-17 

RGCs (gray region). Note that decoded SNR would likely continue growing with a 

larger population of RGCs. I. Decoded SNR for independent and coupled GLMs, where 

models using the same group of RGCs are connected by a line. For visualization, the 

coupled SNRs are plotted slightly to the right of the independent SNRs. For a 

population of 18 RGCs, the coupled model performs 52 ± 16.61 % (mean ± s.d.) better 

than the independent model. All error bars are s.d. from bootstrapping. 

Finally, to verify that changes in correlation structure causally affect the 

difference in decoding performance between coupled and independent GLMs, I 

simulated RGC population responses with the GLM and then used the GLM to decode 

these simulated responses. As I observed when decoding measured responses at the 

scotopic light level, I hypothesized that stronger coupling among neurons would lead to 

a higher percent improvement in decoding SNR when accounting for noise correlations 

versus assuming independence. Indeed, larger correlation strength between RGCs 

causes the coupled decoder to perform much better than the independent decoder 

(Figure 34). This simulation emphasizes how the amount of correlated noise impacts 

decoding performance under the independence assumption.  
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Figure 34: Stronger coupling causes a greater improvement in decoding when 

accounting for correlations relative to assuming independence. I started with a 

coupled GLM fit to a population of OFF-bt RGCs at the scotopic light level (inset in A). I 

then altered all coupling filters in the model by a constant factor, simulated spike trains, 

refit coupled and independent GLMs, and decoded stimuli from the simulated spike 

trains to determine the impact of directly altering coupling strengths on decoding 

performance. A. Coupling filters between two RGCs in the population (highlighted in 

the inset) for the indicated coupling modulation factors. These coupling filters were used 

in the GLM to simulate responses. B. Resulting noise CCFs from simulated spike trains 

of the gray and black cells in A. C. Percent improvement in decoded SNR between the 

coupled and independent GLM as a function of coupling modulation. Stronger coupling 

filters make ignoring correlated activity more deleterious for decoding. D. Same as C but 

comparing decoding with a single cell and the independent GLM to demonstrate 

population failure. Population failure does not occur for the original group of cells 

(coupling modulation = 1), but increasing coupling strength causes the independent 

GLM to decode less information than the single cell. All error bars are s.d. from 

bootstrapping. 
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4.2.5 The cost of ignoring correlations depends on RGC type 

I next investigated the extent to which the population failure phenomenon 

occurs in a distinct RGC type, the OFF-brisk sustained (-bs) RGCs. These cells likely 

correspond to RGCs called OFF delta or OFF sustained alpha cells in other studies (Ravi 

et al. 2018; Manookin et al. 2008; Krieger et al. 2017). The correlation structure across the 

OFF-bs RGC population shows that the magnitude, timescale and spatial scale of 

correlations is smaller than in OFF-bt RGCs (Figure 35A; Table 1). In addition, the 

correlations among OFF-bs RGCs do not change with light adaptation as much as in 

OFF-bt RGCs (Table 1). To determine the role of accounting for correlations in decoding 

OFF-bs RGC activity, I next compared independent and coupled GLM decoders fit to 

groups of OFF-bs RGCs (Figure 35). Accounting for correlations only improved decoded 

SNR by 2.9 ± 0.7 % (mean ± s.e.m.) in the photopic condition and 4.4 ± 0.8 % in the 

scotopic condition (Figure 35C; photopic: 37 groups of RGCs from 4 retinas, scotopic: 20 

groups of RGCS from 3 retinas, difference over light levels p = 0.19). While some single 

cell GLMs decode better than the independent GLM, the frequency and amount of this 

population failure under the independence assumption was much smaller than in OFF-

bt RGCs (Figure 35E, F; photopic: frequency of population failure = 19 ± 5 %, mean ± 

s.e.m., % improvement when there is population failure = 1.9 ± 1 %, scotopic: frequency 

of population failure = 28 ± 8 %, % improvement when there is population failure = 0.7 

± 0.2 %). These results demonstrate that the role of noise correlations in decoding RGC 

activity depends on both adaptation state and cell type.  
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Figure 35: The cost of ignoring correlations depends on RGC type. A. 

Correlation structure of OFF-bs RGC population across light levels (left) and RF mosaic 

(right) in the same retina as Figure 26 (351 RGC pairs). Scale bar is 200m. B. Decoding 

result for an example group of cells over light levels. In this instance the independent 

and coupled GLMs perform similarly. Error bars are s.d. from bootstrapping. C. 

Average percent improvement in decoded SNR across light levels when using the 

coupled GLM over the independent GLM. Note the compressed y-axis compared to 

Figure 31B. Error bars are s.e.m. D. Relationship between percent improvement in 

decoding and summed noise correlations between a centered RGC and its neighboring 
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cells. Note the compressed x-axis compare to Figure 31C. Error bars are s.d. from 

bootstrapping. E. Distribution of population failure frequencies. F. Population failure as 

a function of the amount of noise correlation in a group of RGCs. Error bars are s.d. from 

bootstrapping. For panels C-F: photopic: 37 groups of RGCs from 4 retinas, scotopic: 20 

groups of RGCs from 3 retinas (3 retinas in common between conditions). 

4.2.6 A simple geometric model reproduces population failure 

Assuming noise independence among OFF-bt RGCs frequently caused 

population failure, particularly under the scotopic condition (Figure 31D, right). To 

better understand this potentially counterintuitive result, I utilized a previously 

developed geometric visualization of noise correlations and decoding performance 

(Averbeck, Latham, and Pouget 2006) (Figure 36). The goal of this analysis is to 

determine if population failure is possible in a simple, toy model, and to develop some 

intuition for when and why it happens. I analyze a larger and more realistic model of the 

retinal population below (see Figure 37). For this first analysis, I created a simplified 

model of two neurons responding to two different stimuli. The neurons respond to those 

stimuli with different mean firing rates, and their responses on any given trial are given 

by those mean responses plus Gaussian noise with variance equal to mean (i.e., Poisson 

variability). This noise was correlated between the two cells, and I varied the degree of 

correlation in my analysis. Given these neuronal responses, I used the d-prime2 metric to 

quantify how well the two neurons’ responses could discriminate between the two 

stimuli (Averbeck and Lee 2006).  

I first considered the case where both signal and noise correlations are positive, 

which is the most common occurrence when considering nearby RGCs of the same type. 

In Figure 36A, the two model cells exhibit strong noise correlations, causing their joint 

response distributions to have an elliptical shape (Figure 36A left, green and blue solid 

ellipses). The optimal decoder (red line) accurately discriminates the two stimuli (Figure 

36A right, red bar). However, if the noise is assumed to be independent between the two 

cells (Figure 36A left, green and blue dashed circles), the resulting decoder is nearly 
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orthogonal to the optimal decoder (compare black and red lines). In this case, the 

independent noise assumption causes a large decrease in decoding performance (Figure 

36A right, gray bar). For comparison, I discriminated the two stimuli using just the 

responses of cell 1 (shown in Figure 36E). In this example with strong noise correlations, 

the single cell outperforms the two-cell decoder that assumes independence among the 

cells (Figure 36A right, blue bar). Thus, the phenomenon of population failure can be 

recapitulated in a simple example consisting of two cells and linear discrimination of 

two stimuli.  

 

Figure 36: A simple, two-cell model can reproduce population failure. A. Left: 

Joint responses when correlated activity is taken into account (solid ellipses) and when it 

is ignored (dashed ellipses). Geometrical perspective on decoding adapted from 

Averbeck et al. 2006 (Averbeck, Latham, and Pouget 2006). The optimal decoder with 

knowledge of correlations (red line) is very different than the decoder without 

knowledge of correlations (black line), resulting in high error for the independent 

decoder. Right: The independent decoder (left, black line) discriminates the two stimuli 

worse than the coupled decoder (left, red line) and the single cell decoder (cell 1, E). B. 
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Same as A but with low noise correlations. C & D. Same as A & B, respectively, with 

opposite signs between signal and noise correlations. Here the independent decoder is 

similar to the optimal decoder, resulting in similar discrimination performance. E. 

Response distributions of cell 1 in panels A-D, showing that the optimal decoding line 

for a single cell model lies at x = 18 Hz. F. Heatmap of discriminability for the coupled 

decoder over all possible signs of signal and noise correlations, as well as noise 

correlation magnitudes. G. Same as F but for the independent decoder. Purple regions 

indicate states in which the two-cell decoder assuming independence performs worse 

than decoding from cell 1. H. Heatmap of percent improvement in discriminability 

between the coupled and independent decoders. 

In Figure 36B, I examine this two-cell model with weaker noise correlations. In 

that case, the decoder under the independence assumption was very similar to the 

optimal decoder (Figure 36B left, black and red lines). Consequently, assuming 

independence causes a very small decrease in decoding performance, and the 

independent decoder outperforms the single cell decoder (Figure 36B right, gray and 

blue bars).  

Next, I repeated my analysis over a wide range of possible signal and noise 

correlation values, revealing a number of states in this simple model that exhibit 

population failure (Figure 36C, D, F-H). Specifically, the system produces population 

failure when signal and noise correlations have the same sign (termed the sign rule, 

popularized by Averbeck et al. 2006 (Averbeck, Latham, and Pouget 2006)) and the noise 

correlations are strong (Figure 36G, purple zones). While I have only considered 

correlations among two OFF types in my retinal recordings, it is important to note that 

negative signal correlations and negative noise correlations are expected when decoding 

responses from ON and OFF RGCs with overlapping RFs (Greschner et al. 2011; 

Mastronarde 1983b). Thus, real RGC pairs tend to have noise and signal correlations of 

the same sign, predicting population failure when noise correlations are strong. 

In summary, this model demonstrates how population failure can occur in a very 

simple system—where decoding from a single neuron performs better than decoding 

from two neurons that both convey non-zero stimulus information. I emphasize that I 
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view this simple model as a tool for helping to build intuition and not as a quantitative 

replication of my experimental results. In the next section, I examine decoding 

performance in a population model that more closely resembles those in my 

experiments.  

4.2.7 Signal and noise conditions dictating population failure 

To investigate the conditions under which a single RGC can outperform a 

population that is assumed to be independent, I modeled my experimental findings by 

simulating the responses of a two-dimensional grid of RGCs (Figure 37A). Each RGC 

response was given by applying its RF to the stimulus as a linear filter, plus additive 

noise. This noise was Gaussian-distributed with variance equal to the mean (i.e., Poisson 

noise), and I varied the degree to which this noise was correlated between neurons. To 

match my experiments, I simulated the responses of these neurons to binary white noise 

stimuli. I arranged the RFs in a hexagonal grid to approximate the mosaic of one RGC 

type, with the relationship between RF and stimulus pixel sizes set similarly to those in 

my experiments. Within this model, I used discriminability (d-prime2) to quantify how 

well intensity values in the central stimulus pixel could be discriminated given the 

neural responses (Averbeck and Lee 2006). As with my GLM-based approach, I 

compared the performance of a decoder that accounts for correlations among cells 

(coupled decoder), one that assumes independent noise among cells (independent 

decoder), and one that just uses the responses of one RGC (single cell decoder). I 

systematically varied three parameters that determine signal and noise correlation 

structure across this population: peak noise correlation strength, the spatial scale of 

noise correlations, and RF overlap (Figure 37A). This process enabled us to map out the 

conditions under which population failure arises for neural populations similar to those 

in my experiments. 
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Figure 37: RF overlap, peak correlation, and spatial extent of correlations 

dictate the conditions for population failure. A. Correlation structure (left) and RF 

mosaic (right) of an example model with the given RF overlap, maximum correlation, 

and spatial scale of correlations. B. Decoding results from the model parameters shown 

in A illustrate a state in which the assumption of independence causes the population to 

perform worse than a single cell. C. Heatmap of discriminability for the coupled decoder 

over all values for RF overlap, maximum noise correlation, and spatial scale of noise 

correlations. D. Same as C but for the independent decoder. As the magnitude and scale 

of noise correlations increases, the independent decoder discriminates less information. 

Purple regions indicate population failure states. E. Percent improvement in 

discriminability achieved by the coupled decoder over the independent decoder. F-K. 

Results from the same model using natural image stimuli. F. Example natural image that 

was used to estimate the stimulus statistics for the natural images. Original images (left) 

were binarized (right), and the means and covariances were then estimated on 5x5 pixel 

patches, conditioned on the state of the central pixel. G. Pixel-pixel covariance of the 

binarized natural images. The covariance conditioned on a white center pixel was 

averaged with the covariance conditioned on a black center pixel (hence the zero 
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variance in the middle pixel). H. Spatial power spectrum of binarized natural images 

(colored lines) and randomly sampled white noise images (black lines). The natural 

images exhibit more power at low spatial frequencies, while the white noise images 

have equal power over spatial frequencies. I-K. Same as C-E with natural image 

stimulation. 

I found that, when there is little overlap between RFs and noise correlations are 

present, the independent decoder often discriminates the stimulus worse than the single 

cell model (Figure 37D, top several rows, purple areas). The cost of assuming 

independence in the population becomes more severe as the noise correlations are made 

stronger and/or broader. As RF overlap increases, the independent decoder performs 

better than the single cell decoder when noise correlations have a small spatial scale and 

magnitude (Figure 37D, left columns). This improved performance results from 

neighboring cells providing more signal about the intensity of the decoded pixel (signal 

correlations across the population increase), which overcomes the errors due to ignoring 

small noise correlations. However, ignoring larger and broader noise correlations 

eventually outweighs this advantage, resulting in more extreme population failure (up 

to 50% less discriminability than the single cell decoder for the parameters I explored; 

Figure 37D, right columns). Note that the coupled decoder discriminates much better 

than the independent decoder in the presence of strong and broad noise correlations 

(Figure 37E). 

I also examined the performance of this model when the stimulus consisted of 

binarized natural scenes (Figure 37F-K). This stimulus set contains more power at lower 

spatial frequencies than the checkerboard noise (Figure 37H). The frequency and 

conditions under which population failure occurred in this model were nearly identical 

between checkerboard and natural stimuli, suggesting that my population decoding 

results generalize well between these stimulus types (Figure 37C-E compared with 

Figure 37I-K).  
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The simplified model I present here highlights that accounting for correlated 

noise is most important for decoding the stimulus when correlations are large, in 

agreement with my experimental findings. By considering the transition into population 

failure modes based on noise correlation parameters, this model demonstrates how 

changing correlation structure in OFF-bt RGCs across light levels can alter the frequency 

and magnitude of population failure. The correlations in OFF-bs RGCs, however, are 

generally too small at both light levels for population failure to occur. 

These modeling results also reproduce a point about the limits that noise 

correlations can place on a neural system. Focusing only on the correlated decoder, there 

are several conditions where high noise correlations limit the discriminability of the 

neural population compared to weak noise correlations (Figure 37C, bottom rows). This 

phenomenon has been previously described, and since I are primarily focused on the 

consequences of assuming independence given the presence of noise correlations, I do 

not consider it further (Zohary, Shadlen, and Newsome 1994).  

4.3 Discussion 

A major question in early vision is how circuits downstream of the retina process 

the visual information conveyed by populations of RGCs. Central to this question is the 

impact of correlated activity among RGCs, which can be a significant factor in neural 

computations depending on context. Here I examine how light adaptation alters the role 

of correlations in decoding visual stimuli from RGC populations in the rat retina. I find 

that under moonlight conditions, decoders assuming independent noise among OFF-bt 

RGCs recover much less visual information than decoders that account for pairwise 

noise correlations. This reduction in performance can be so large that decoders assuming 

independence perform worse than decoding from a single RGC (Figures 31, 36, and 37). 

I call this state population failure because decoding the population fails to reach the 

performance of a single cell. Accounting for correlations, however, avoids this state and 
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enables decoders to benefit from population codes. I use a simple model to demonstrate 

how the structure of activity correlations determines the cost of assuming responses 

with independent noise, accounting for why my results depend both on light level and 

RGC type. These findings raise several questions about the role of correlations in 

adaptation and visual processing that I discuss below.  

4.3.1 Comparison to previous studies, interpretation and caveats 

The importance of correlated activity is a much-debated topic in vision research 

(Nirenberg et al. 2001; Schnitzer and Meister 2003; Schneidman, Bialek, and Berry 2003; 

Puchalla et al. 2005; Pillow et al. 2008; Meytlis, Nichols, and Nirenberg 2012; Dan et al. 

1998; Graf et al. 2011; Berens et al. 2012; Montani et al. 2007; Schwartz et al. 2012). 

Previous studies have examined the role of correlated spiking in both visual encoding 

and decoding, yielding a range of conclusions. For decoding, ignoring signal 

correlations in large populations of RGCs is particularly detrimental to decoding 

performance, especially when decoders have access to the fine temporal structure in 

spike trains (Schwartz et al. 2012). Here, however, I focus on the role of noise 

correlations. Other studies examining correlated noise have concluded that between 0-

40% more information is available when decoders account for noise correlations (Pillow 

et al. 2008; Meytlis, Nichols, and Nirenberg 2012; Dan et al. 1998; Nirenberg et al. 2001). 

My results are most comparable to the Pillow et al. 2008 (Pillow et al. 2008) and Meytlis 

et al. 2012 (Meytlis, Nichols, and Nirenberg 2012) studies because they analyzed similar 

population sizes and employed the same GLM-based decoding strategy, although the 

cell types and species used in all three studies were distinct. The decoding improvement 

I find at the photopic light level agrees relatively well with their 20% and 13% results, 

respectively. The current study departs from this previous work by determining how 

this decoding improvement depends on adaptation state and cell types that encode 

distinct visual features (OFF-bt vs OFF-bs RGCs). The effect of light level on OFF-bt 
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RGCs is particularly striking: decoded information can be doubled by accounting for 

correlations. This improvement is a substantially larger effect than previous results at 

photopic light levels, illustrating the potent impact of light adaptation on retinal output.  

I focused on two OFF RGC types because they exhibited well-isolated spikes and 

relatively complete RF mosaics, two features necessary for this analysis. Functionally 

similar ON RGCs (ON-bt and ON-bs) were also present in my data: These ON types 

exhibited correlated activity magnitudes that were in between the two OFF types, and 

diminished decoding performance when correlations were ignored for the ON types 

was similarly bounded by the results of the two OFF types. 

How could accounting for correlations improve retinal decoding? One possibility 

is that correlated activity conveys visual features that are unavailable from individual 

responses, such as fine spatial features at the intersection between two RFs (Meister, 

Lagnado, and Baylor 1995; Meister 1996; Dan et al. 1998). To check for this possibility, I 

analyzed synchronous spike triggered averages (sSTAs) from pairs of RGCs. I did not 

find evidence that synchronous spikes provide a higher acuity representation of visual 

space (Figure 38). An alternative possibility is that accurate decoding requires an 

accurate model of the noise in RGC populations (Averbeck, Latham, and Pouget 2006). 

When correlated noise is large and spatially extensive, such as for OFF-bt RGCs at 

scotopic light levels, assuming independence is the wrong noise model, and this 

assumption diminishes decoding so much that performance can fall below that of 

decoding from a single cell.  
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Figure 38: Synchronous spikes between pairs of RGCs do not encode finer 

spatial information. A. Top, spatial RF of an example OFF-bt RGC at the photopic light 

level measured with a fine spatial resolution. Middle, the same cell’s RF at the spatial 

resolution used for GLM decoding at the photopic light level. Bottom, the cell’s RF at the 

scotopic light level. B. RFs for an RGC neighboring the cell in A. C. Synchronous spike 

triggered averages (sSTAs) between the RGCs of A & B. The sSTAs do not resemble the 

intersection of the two individual RFs. D. The union of the RFs from A & B. 

A simple intuition for the population failure effect can be achieved by 

considering the following situation. If a single OFF-bt RGC generates a brief volley of 

spikes, a decoder will interpret this response as resulting from a transient decrease in 

light intensity. If all the OFF-bt RGCs around that cell also generated spikes, the decoder 

will estimate a large decrease in light intensity because many cells were driven to spike 

together. However, this interpretation may only be correct if the OFF-bt RGCs are acting 

independently. If the decoder knows the cells exhibit strong noise correlations, then it 

should discount this conclusion in favor of a smaller decrease in light intensity.  

Many of the findings presented here are based on GLM fits to the responses of 

RGC populations, raising the possibility that at least some of these conclusions are 

model-dependent. The GLM captures a majority of the response variance to white noise 
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stimuli (up to 80%), but remains an imperfect model of RGC encoding (McFarland, Cui, 

and Butts 2013; Heitman et al. 2016). This mismatch between model and data is likely to 

impact the quantitative estimates that I and others have made on the cost of assuming 

RGCs are independent (Pillow et al. 2008; Meytlis, Nichols, and Nirenberg 2012). Of 

particular concern is whether assuming independence in a population of RGCs can 

actually yield worse performance than decoding a single RGC. To address this issue, I 

also utilized a more general examination of how correlations can impact decoding. 

Figure 36 demonstrates that population failure is certainly possible, even with simple 

linear decoders. Figure 37 shows that this effect depends on the amount of RF overlap 

and strength of noise correlations, both of which change with light level. This simplified 

model has many differences from my data, with uniform, circular RFs, uniform RF 

overlap, firing rates that depend linearly on the stimulus, and decoding using 

discriminability (d-prime2) rather than GLM-based Bayes-optimal stimulus estimation. 

Nevertheless, the simplified model in Figure 37 reproduced the trends in my data. 

Furthermore, I show that population failure can occur when decoding spatial stimulus 

patterns from RGC responses (Figure 33), indicating that these results are not specific to 

temporal decoding. Together, these analyses show that ignoring strong correlations can 

degrade decoding and reproduce population failure in a manner that does not depend 

strongly on the details of the decoding task or the precise nature of the RGC output.  

4.3.2 Generalization to more natural stimulus and decoding 
conditions 

I have primarily focused on decoding the temporal sequence of one pixel in a 

checkerboard noise stimulus, raising the question of the extent to which these results 

generalize to more natural stimulus and decoding conditions. Given my findings that 

the strength of noise correlations dictates the impact on different types of decoders 

(Figures 36, 37, and 34), one important check is that the magnitude of the noise 

correlations remains similar between white noise and natural movies. I compared noise 
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correlations between checkerboard white noise and a naturalistic movie (camera 

mounted on a cat’s head roaming through forest; Figure 27); the correlations depended 

weakly on the stimulus and when they differed, noise correlations were higher for the 

natural movie. In combination with my modeling findings in Figure 37F-K, this result 

suggests that accounting for noise correlations is no less important when decoding RGC 

responses to natural stimuli.  

Note that one previous study examined decoding of natural scenes and 

concluded that ignoring noise correlations had minimal impact on decoding 

performance (Meytlis, Nichols, and Nirenberg 2012). Importantly, the RGC types 

analyzed in that study were not characterized or clearly defined. I show here that the 

importance of noise correlations for decoding RGC responses depends strongly on the 

cell type that is used in the decoding task, as well as the adaptation state of the retina. 

Finally, I have benchmarked the cost of ignoring noise correlations among a 

population of neurons against the performance of decoding the responses of a single 

neuron. However, the phenomenon of population failure can be framed somewhat more 

generally: I illustrate one such case in Figure 33F-H, where the task is to decode a spatial 

(rather than temporal) white noise pattern. In that example, a decoder of 7 RGCs with 

knowledge of noise correlations outperforms a decoder of 18 RGCs that assume no noise 

correlations. The 7 RGCs were all included in the 18-cell decoder, and all RGCs had 

some RF overlap with the decoded pixels. Thus, in its most general formulation, 

population failure can be considered as a state in which the decoding benefit of using 

increasingly large populations of neurons is outweighed by the cost of ignoring their 

noise correlations. 
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4.3.3 Light adaptation  

Light adaptation crucially influences how retinal circuits encode visual scenes. 

Between scotopic and photopic light levels, input to RGCs switches from rod- to cone-

mediated pathways. This circuit switch alters both single RGC response properties and 

correlated activity. For individual RGCs, spatial and temporal integration increases 

under scotopic conditions (Barlow, Fitzhugh, and Kuffler 1957; Enroth-Cugell and 

Shapley 1973). Other aspects of RGC activity also depend on light level, including the 

polarity of stimuli that drive responses, firing rates, and the extent to which spatial 

integration is linear (Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. 2015; Grimes, Schwartz, and Rieke 2014; 

Barlow and Levick 1969). The switch from rod- to cone-mediated circuits also results in 

altered common input to RGCs, one of the underlying causes of RGC correlations 

(Mastronarde 1983b, 1983a; Greschner et al. 2011). In general, weaker RF surrounds in 

scotopic conditions result in greater overlap between RF centers and thus more common 

input between neighboring RGCs. Furthermore, at the low light level used here (1 Rh* 

rod-1 s-1), AII amacrine cells are expected to be extensively coupled by gap junctions 

(Bloomfield and Volgyi 2004), which would also tend to increase the amount of common 

input between nearby RGCs. Finally, a subset of RGC types are electrically coupled 

(Völgyi, Chheda, and Bloomfield 2009), and the strength of this coupling can be altered 

by light level (Hu et al. 2010). Thus, there are several mechanisms by which light 

adaptation can change both signal and noise correlations among RGCs.  

These changes in signal and noise across light levels raise the question of how 

light adaptation influences information across populations of RGCs. Efficient coding 

theory—the idea that sensory systems are optimized to encode natural stimuli—has 

been successful at explaining why RF structure changes across light levels (Attneave 

1954; Barlow 1961; Van Hateren 1993; Atick and Redlich 1990). With some notable 

exceptions (Chalk et al. 2017; Brinkman et al. 2016), many applications of this theory 

assume that RGCs do not exhibit correlated noise, much less that this correlated noise 
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changes with light level. Therefore, a useful direction for future examinations of efficient 

coding theory is to determine how light-level dependent changes in correlated activity 

impact predictions about the optimality of adaptation in RGC responses. 

4.3.4 Implications for downstream processing 

My results highlight several implications for how downstream circuits may 

process retinal output. Although the impact of ignoring RGC correlations may depend 

on particular post-retinal computations, assuming independence among correlated 

RGCs likely reduces information that can be extracted from retinal activity. Even in the 

context of a simple linear readout of RGC responses, ignoring strong noise correlations 

among RGCs can result in suboptimal weighting of RGC inputs compared to a 

weighting determined by an accurate model of correlated noise (Adibi et al. 2014). In 

addition, light level-dependent changes in RGC signals and correlated noise may place 

important constraints on post-retinal computations across light levels. For example, 

downstream circuits that receive input from OFF-bt RGCs may fail to effectively process 

this input unless they too adapt their processing across light levels. Meanwhile, circuits 

that receive input from OFF-bs RGCs may be afforded a more static processing strategy. 

Thus, my results suggest that post-retinal areas may need to differentially process cell 

type inputs. Recent work elucidating LGN processing of RGC output confirm that some 

LGN neurons receive predominant input from a single type of RGC (Rompani et al. 

2017; Liang et al. 2018; Roman Roson et al. 2019). These studies also find LGN neurons 

with input from diverse types of RGCs, posing further questions of how correlations 

between RGCs of different types may affect early visual processing.  

Studies of light adaptation that span rod-to-cone signaling are relatively common 

in retina but remain sparse in visual cortex. The few studies that have been performed 

suggest that V1 RFs are relatively invariant to changes in light level (Duffy and Hubel 

2007). The insights that RGC responses to the same stimulus change across light levels 
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(Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. 2015), combined with the fact that correlated noise depends on 

light adaptation, motivates more research to understand the extent to which V1 and 

other regions can preserve an invariant representation of visual scenes across light 

levels. 

The importance of accounting for correlated activity is not restricted to retinal 

processing: In general, ignoring strong noise correlations among any population of 

neurons will degrade decoding performance, potentially leading to a form of population 

failure, although the exact effect will depend on the specific downstream computation. 

While cortical noise correlations may be smaller than those in the retina (Cohen and 

Kohn 2011), previous work has demonstrated that ignoring this correlated activity can 

worsen decoding by 30% (Graf et al. 2011). Furthermore, throughout cortex, brain state 

has been shown to alter the strength of correlations, such as attentional modulation of 

correlated noise in V4 (Cohen and Maunsell 2009; Mitchell, Sundberg, and Reynolds 

2009). These findings open the possibility that accounting for correlated noise under 

certain contexts may be even more important for cortical computations than previously 

thought. Finally, these principles are likely to be particularly relevant to brain machine 

interface applications, where the accuracy of decoding recorded population activity may 

depend critically on accounting for noise correlations that can change with different 

brain states and contexts.  

4.4 Materials and Methods 

4.4.1 Multi-electrode array recordings 

Recordings of RGC activity at two light levels were performed as described in 

Section 2.4.1.  
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4.4.2 Visual stimuli 

Visual stimuli were presented as described in Section 2.4.2. In each recording, 

stimuli were first presented at the scotopic light level (1 Rh* rod-1 s-1) while the retina 

was in a dark-adapted state. The tissue was adapted to the photopic light level (10,000 

Rh* rod-1 s-1) for 30 minutes before continuing recordings at that light level. The refresh 

rate of the stimulus was 60 Hz and 30 Hz at the photopic and scotopic light levels, 

respectively. The change in stimulus refresh offset effective contrast changes due to a ~2-

fold increase in temporal integration of RGCs from the photopic to scotopic conditions. 

For GLM fitting and decoding, stimuli consisted of non-repeated, binary white noise 

interleaved with repeated, binary white noise segments (5 or 10s) to control for non-

stationarities in recordings. Stimulus pixels in the checkerboard noise were squares with 

252µm sides. These larger stimulus pixels were used because their area was similar to 

the area of a single RF of the RGC types examined in this study. This size is expected to 

be near the peak spatial resolution for these RGCs, and they were only ~4x larger than 

the spatial resolution of the rat visual system (given 1 cycle/degree resolution and 1 

degree of visual angle spanning 60 µm on the retina (Prusky, West, and Douglas 2000). 

For cell type classification, I presented drifting gratings and finer pixel checkerboard 

noise (63 µm squares, refreshing at 60 Hz) (Ravi et al. 2018).  

In a subset of experiments (1 retina), noise correlations were also measured from 

spontaneous activity and using a natural movie. For spontaneous activity, spikes were 
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recorded for 30 minutes with a full-screen gray stimulus. The natural movie was 

generated by mounting a video camera to the head of a cat walking through a forest 

(Betsch et al. 2004). A 10s segment of this movie was presented 100 times and used to 

estimate the noise correlations present during naturalistic visual stimulation. 

4.4.3 Spike Sorting and Neuron Identification 

Spike sorting was performed as described in Section 2.4.3. 

4.4.4 Measuring noise correlations 

Correlated noise was estimated by subtracting stimulus-driven correlations from 

the combined signal and noise correlations. Correlations were computed with Matlab’s 

xcov function with normalization to the autocorrelation for each cell in the pair. 

Response to 100 (or 200) repeats of 10s (or 5s) white noise segments, binned at 5ms, were 

used to compute cross-correlation functions (CCFs). First, the raw CCF was estimated by 

averaging the CCFs between two RGCs over all trials. Next, the shuffled CCF (shift 

predictor (Perkel, Gerstein, and Moore 1967)) was estimated by using spikes from one 

repeat for the first cell with spikes from a different repeat for the second cell. The 

shuffled CCF was averaged over all possible repeat combinations. Subtracting the 

shuffled CCF from the raw CCF yields the noise CCF. Correlation was quantified with 

the positive area under each correlogram, the full width of the peak, or the peak height 

at 0-time lag (negative lobes of the CCFs were not quantified). The spatial scale of 

correlations for a population was found by fitting the data (e.g. Figure 26F) to a single 
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term exponential function. The coefficient of the exponential was the length scale of the 

correlations. 

4.4.5 Generalized Linear Model fitting 

Open source code was used for GLM fitting 

(https://github.com/pillowlab/GLMspiketools). GLMs were fit separately at each light 

level. 50 minutes of non-repeated white noise were used to fit GLM parameters, with 

100 (or 200) 10s (or 5s) segments of repeated white noise used for cross-validation. GLM 

RFs were approximated as rank one (Ravi et al. 2018): they were composed of the outer 

product of a spatial filter and temporal filter (which approximated the spatial and 

temporal RFs, respectively). The temporal filter, spike history filter, and coupling filters 

were parameterized with a basis of 8 cosine functions. The nonlinearity used was the 

logexp2 function (available in the GLMspiketools repository); no significant 

improvement was found using a spline nonlinearity. Only RGCs that had stable 

responses over the course of the recording were used in the GLM analysis (as judged by 

a consistent mean firing rate and uniform raster structure to repeated white noise 

sequences measured early and late in the experiment). For the coupled GLM fits, local 

populations of RGCs were chosen based on a central RGC that has at least 4 recorded 

neighbors. Several RGCs were used in multiple coupled GLMs. Only RGCs with an 

average firing rate above a threshold were included in the GLM; the threshold was 
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given by the mean minus 1 s.d. of the firing rate of all recorded cells of a certain type. 

Across light levels, the same groups of RGCs were used to fit GLMs.  

4.4.6 Decoding 

Following previous work (Pillow et al. 2008), GLM-based decoding was 

performed by computing the likelihood 𝑝𝑗 that a stimulus 𝑥𝑗 caused a recorded 

population response, where 𝑥𝑗 is one stimulus option of all possible binary white noise 

sequences. The decoded estimate comes from Bayes’ least squares estimate: �̂� =

(∑ 𝑝𝑗 𝑥𝑗)/(∑ 𝑝𝑗). I decoded the intensity of one stimulus pixel over 6 frames in time, or 6 

stimulus pixels in one frame for spatial decoding controls (Figure 33). For the case of 

decoding one stimulus pixel over time, the decoded pixels were chosen as those that had 

the greatest weight in the STA of an RGC. Over 4 retinas, 72 unique pixels were decoded 

in this study using 169 RGCs over 4 retinas. The decoder was provided with the spike 

times of the RGCs used in the decoding task as well as the intensities of the non-decoded 

pixels (e.g. see Figure 30A). This decoding was repeated for 5000 trials on 16 minutes of 

non-repeated white noise data (held out from the fitting data). Decoding performance is 

reported with log SNR calculated from the mutual information between the decoded 

estimates and presented stimuli (Warland, Reinagel, and Meister 1997; Pillow et al. 

2008). Bootstrapped SNRs for error bars were computed for each GLM using 500 

subsamples of 3000 trials. 
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4.4.7 Simple RF model 

The RF grid model consisted of 25-169 neurons with circular RFs arranged in a 

hexagonal grid. RF diameters were 250 m, the same as the stimulus pixel size. Cells’ 

responses to the stimulus had two components: signal plus additive noise. The signals 

came from filtering the stimulus linearly through the cell’s receptive field. When all 

black pixels cover the receptive field, the signal is zero, and when all white pixels cover 

it, the signal is 30 Hz. The noise was additive Gaussian noise, with variance equal to the 

signal (i.e., Poisson variability); this noise was correlated between cells. I varied the 

magnitude and spatial scale of these correlations in my analyses. The noise correlation 

strength was set to decrease exponentially with distance between two cells, where the 

coefficient of the exponential was the length scale of the correlations.  

I discriminated the center pixel’s intensity based on the neural responses and the 

intensities of the non-decoded pixels. This process mimics the GLM decoding, in which I 

performed the decoding conditioned on the (known) intensities of the non-decoded 

pixels. To quantify the discriminability, I calculated the quantity 𝑑2 =  ∆𝛍𝑇𝑄−1∆𝛍 

(Averbeck and Lee 2006). Here, where ∆𝛍 is the vector of differences in mean neural 

firing rates between the conditions where the decoded pixel value was black or white, 

and of differences in the mean intensities of the outer, non-decoded pixels. 𝑄 is the mean 

covariance matrix (averaged over the two conditions: central pixel white or black) of the 

observables that are used by the decoder (neurons and pixels). This matrix thus consists 
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of 4 main blocks: one block showing the neuron-neuron covariance, one showing the 

pixel-pixel covariance, and two showing the neuron-pixel and pixel-neuron covariances, 

respectively. To quantify the discriminability under the independence assumption, I 

calculated the quantity 𝑑d
2 =

(∆𝛍𝑇𝑄d
−1∆𝛍)

2

∆𝛍𝑇𝑄d
−1𝑄𝑄d

−1∆𝛍
 (Averbeck and Lee 2006). Here, 𝑄𝑑 is the 

covariance matrix under the assumption that the (Poisson) noise is uncorrelated between 

neurons.  

Given a specified set of stimuli (in practice, defined by the mean outer pixel 

values when the central pixel is white or black, and the pixel-pixel covariance matrices 

conditioned on the central pixel being white or black), the linear RF model, and the 

parameters of the neuronal noise correlations, I computed ∆𝛍, 𝑄𝑑, and 𝑄. I then used 

those quantities to compute the discriminability when the decoder accounts for 

correlations (𝑑2) and when it ignores them (𝑑d
2). 

For the white noise stimulus (Figure 37A-E), the mean non-decoded pixel values 

do not change as the central pixel value changes (so the entries in ∆𝜇 corresponding to 

outer pixel value changes are zero), and the pixel-pixel covariance is a diagonal matrix, 

reflecting the lack of pixel-pixel correlation. For the natural image stimulus (Figure 37 F-

K), I used the ten 512x512 pixel grayscale images from Olshausen and Field 1996 

(Olshausen and Field 1996). I first binarized each image about its median pixel value. 

Next, 10,000 randomly chosen 5x5 pixel patches were used to compute the pixel-pixel 

covariances and mean outer pixel values, conditioned on the state of the decoded central 
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pixel (white or black). I then averaged these over the 10 images and used them in the 

discriminability calculations. 

4.4.8 Experimental design and statistics 

Sample size was not predetermined by a statistical method, but my sample sizes 

(number of recorded cells and number of retinas) are similar to those generally used in 

the field. Experiments were replicated on multiple retinas as indicated in figure legends. 

Data from one retina were excluded because the visual stimulus was not properly 

focused onto the photoreceptors. Randomization and experimenter blinding were not 

relevant to this study. Statistical results are found in Table 1 and the text. Because the 

data generally did not follow a normal distribution, significance tests were performed 

using the Wilcoxon signed rank test (for comparisons of one cell type across light levels) 

and the Wilcoxon rank sum test (for comparisons across cell types). 

4.4.9 Data and code availability 

The data from an example recording generated and analyzed in this study are 

available at https://doi.org/10.12751/g-node.cnqoty. The full dataset that supports the 

findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable 

request. 

The code used to acquire and analyze these data are largely available on public 

repositories. Stimulus presentation code is available at 

http://gru.stanford.edu/doku.php/mgl/overview. GLM fitting and decoding code is 
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available at https://github.com/pillowlab/GLMspiketools. Modeling code for Figures 36 

and 37 is available at https://github.com/kmruda/RGC-population-failure.  
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5.  Conclusions 

5.1 Summary 

The basis of visual perception begins in the retina, which sends visual 

information to the brain through the parallel pathways of RGC types. From starlight to 

sunlight, this visual message must adapt to a trillion-fold change in mean light intensity. 

The nature of both signal and noise in RGC responses conveying visual information are 

altered across light levels, creating a rich problem of how visual signals are successfully 

encoded by the retina and transmitted to the brain. This thesis has addressed these 

questions by analyzing the responses of hundreds of RGCs from scotopic to photopic 

conditions, paying particular attention to the organization of RGCs into distinct cell 

types. In Chapter 2 I demonstrated that light adaptation substantially changes the 

activity of individual RGCs. This chapter also examined correlated noise among pairs of 

RGCs, finding that lower light levels generally increase the amount of noise distributed 

among RGC populations. Next, Chapter 3 considered how encoding among different 

RGC types changes with light intensity to elucidate the effect of adaptation on visual 

signaling at the population level. I find that parallel processing is mostly preserved from 

scotopic to photopic conditions. This result suggests that information encoded by 

relative responses of different RGC types provides a stable visual signal across a broad 

range of light intensities. Finally, Chapter 4 investigated what aspects of retinal output 

are important for reading out visual signals in both starlight and sunlight conditions. 
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There, I found that accounting for correlated noise at low light levels is crucial for 

accurate processing of signals from RGC populations. My results show that 

understanding signal and noise in retinal output, especially across light levels, is key to 

early visual processing. This work opens the door for future studies to further address 

how downstream regions process retinal output, with specific focus on the role of 

different cell types and how stable perception is achieved in light adaptation. 

5.2 Future Directions 

 5.2.1 The role of multiple RGC types in visual processing 

One path for future studies is to better understand how different RGC types contribute 

to visual processing. In Chapter 4, I decoded visual information using responses from 

one RGC type at a time. In reality, signals across different RGC types are combined by 

downstream brain regions (Rompani et al. 2017; Liang et al. 2018); Roman Roson et al. 

(2019). Further analysis that extracts visual information from the responses of multiple 

RGC types simultaneously brings up two interesting directions. First, I demonstrated in 

Chapter 4 that ignoring correlated noise among RGCs of the same type can strongly 

degrade decoding performance. I also showed that the strength of these correlations 

determine how much they impact decoding. An interesting next step is to consider 

whether across-type correlations have the same effect in decoding visual stimuli. In 

Chapter 2 I measured across-type correlations, showing that certain combinations of cell 

types exhibit much stronger correlated noise than others. It therefore seems likely that 

ignoring these larger correlations will more strongly degrade decoding. It will be 

interesting to apply the same model-based decoding methods from Chapter 4 to 

determine if this prediction bears out. 

 Second, it will be useful to determine how different types contribute distinct, 
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decodable information about visual scenes. Previous work has suggested that different 

RGC types provide redundant visual signals (Puchalla et al. 2005; Warland, Reinagel, 

and Meister 1997), but these studies did not robustly classify cell types. Therefore, an 

open direction for the future is to determine how much and what type of new 

information is added when new RGC types are included in a decoder. Testing whether 

these cell type-specific roles are stable with light adaptation will also be an interesting 

avenue of research. These analyses will start to chip away at a larger question in sensory 

neuroscience, which is understanding why splitting signals into parallel pathways--30 

RGC types in vision--is beneficial for sensory coding. 

5.2.2 Stable visual perception from night to day 

 Another category of future directions further addresses how light adaptation 

impacts visual signals from night to day. Mammals use their vision to guide behaviors 

from starlight to sunlight, but it is unclear how their visual systems operate robustly 

over this trillion-fold range of light intensities. This problem is particularly true 

considering the large changes in retinal output across light levels. There are several 

possible solutions to this problem that will be interesting for future work to test. First, 

perhaps there are aspects of RGC activity that can be stably read out in any light 

condition. In Chapter 3, for example, I suggest that the relative responses of different 

RGC types could be this invariant signal across light levels. The decoding I have 

presented in this thesis (Chapter 4) was performed separately at different light levels. A 

future analysis will be to determine how well a single decoder can extract visual 

information across light intensities. A second possible solution to the adaptation 

problem is that downstream regions also adapt how they process RGC activity. Testing 

various decoders that can change with light level, such as adding an adaptive filter to a 

GLM, may elucidate how the brain decodes retinal responses in many light conditions. 
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 Directly measuring the effect of light adaptation on post-retinal responses will 

further clarify how early visual signals are processed across light intensities. Many 

studies of visual regions downstream of the retina ignore mean light intensity as an 

important variable, but there is evidence that adaptation-induced changes in RGC 

spiking are passed on to the brain (Tikidji-Hamburyan et al. 2015). An open direction 

will be to record from areas such as LGN, SC, and V1 in various ambient light 

conditions. These experiments will determine which regions downstream of the retina 

inherit the changes in RGC activity. If some regions are invariant to light level, 

determining how this invariance comes about--what signals are decoded from changing 

RGC inputs--will be key to ultimately understanding how visual perception is preserved 

from starlight to sunlight. 
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